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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report documents the results of the second part of a research project jointly funded
by Noranda Inc. and the Mine Environment Neutral Drainage program. The first part is
covered in a separate report entitled Hydrogeochemistry of Oxidised Waste Rock from
Stratmat Site, N.B., published concurrently with this report. The overall objective of the
project was to understand the geochemical and hydrological interactions between partially
oxidised waste rock and water, and to improve our capabilities and techniques in the
prediction of acidic drainage from waste rock piles.

The main objective of this part of the research was to understand the hydrology and
solute transport within waste rock piles during infiltration and drainage events in response
to precipitation. Large column tests were conducted to achieve this objective. Three col-
umns measuring 1.2 m in diameter and 2 m in height and containing up to 3.7 t of par-
tially oxidised Stratmat waste rock were subjected to ten rain simulations. The bottom
area of each column was divided into drainage partitions. During and after each rain
simulation, the volume and the chemistry of the drainage in each partition was monitored
independently over time.

Geochemically, the experimental results suggest that the concentrations of Ca, Pb, and
Al in the drainage are solubility-controlled by gypsum, anglesite, and jurbanite, respec-
tively. In contrast the concentrations of Zn, Fe, and SO4

2- in the drainage are not subject
to solubility controls. A dilution hypothesis is proposed to explain the concentration varia-
tions of Zn and SO4

2-. The hypothesis states that the variations of these concentrations
and the pH are a result of successive dilutions and/or intermixing of various-stage dilutions
of the original pore water, subject to the regulation by redox reactions and mineral pre-
cipitation. All soluble zinc seems to originate from the pore water and not from dissolution
of secondary minerals. The zinc loading in the drainage is a function of the mass transfer
that occurred during dilution and mixing processes.

Hydrologically, the experiments have demonstrated that channelling is a ubiquitous phe-
nomenon in the waste rock studied. Large channels representing < 5% of the total drain-
age area conduct 20-30% of the total drainage flow. Intermediate-size channels account-
ing for ~20% of the drainage area carry ~ 40% of the total flow. About 50% of the drain-
age area has background or matrix flows that carry ~30-40% of the total flow. Finally,
~30% of the column base area does not intercept any flow. Channelling is more pro-
nounced in earlier stages of drainage events and tends to attenuate as the draining process
continues. Channel stability is influenced by variables related to the rock bed properties
and simulated rain characteristics.
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On solute transport, the Zn mass balance shows an efficiency of Zn removal from the
pore water that is comparable to the efficiency of a well-mixed system. Whereas the
mechanism giving rise to this observation is unclear, it is unlikely that the transport of
solutes takes place by pore water displacement. There is no simple relation between sol-
ute concentrations and drainage flow rates. A conceptual dendritic-reticulate channelling
model is proposed on the basis of the experimental observations.

Statistical analysis suggests that the flow density and the zinc loading can be appropriately
described by the lognormal distribution, whereas the Zn concentrations are distributed
normally.

The main challenges in flow and solute transport modelling are channelling and interac-
tions between flows and geochemical processes. In this study, porous media flow rock
is differentiated from channelling flow rock based on hydraulic properties. Furthermore,
five basic component structures that make up a waste rock pile are identified. Each
structure has distinct characteristics and should be modelled with different approaches.
Factors influencing water flows and flow effects contributing to flow heterogeneity are
discussed. A mathematical representation of channelling phenomena is developed, which
can be coupled with statistical relationships between solute concentrations and flow rates
to model solute transport in waste rock piles.

The kinematic wave model, recommended by an earlier MEND study, was applied to the
experimental data. The model did not appear to adequately predict the channelling flow
characteristics of the waste rock. It over-predicted the extent of larger channel flows at
the price of smaller channel flows. The lack of applicability probably stems from the fact
that the kinematic wave model precludes merges and splits of flows within waste rock.
The model may be more appropriate to coarser waste rocks.

Further fundamental research and case studies are needed to advance our understanding
of flow and solute transport in waste rock piles to a point where concentrations and load-
ings in the drainage can be reliably modelled.
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1.0  INTRODUCTION

1.1  RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

In this study, large column tests were conducted to understand the hydrology and solute transport
in partially oxidised Stratmat waste rock that is subjected to infiltrating water and to improve our
capabilities and techniques in the prediction of acid rock drainage (ARD) from waste rock piles.
The specific objectives were as follows:

• to observe and to attempt to quantify hydrological and solute transport phenomena in the par-
tially oxidised Stratmat waste rock,

• to study the main factors and processes controlling the concentrations and loadings of dissolved
species in the drainage in response to simulated rain, and

• to attempt to model the drainage chemistry and loadings and, in particular, to test the applicabil-
ity of a specific model (the kinematic wave model) to the experimental data.

Variables for the large column tests included the waste rock bed thickness, the precipitation inten-
sity and duration, and the mode of simulated rain application.

1.2  ROLE OF CHANNELLING AND SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN ARD
PREDICTION

The requirements for acid rock drainage (ARD) prediction for waste rock piles vary with the in-
tended end use of the information to be generated. According to the time frame for which the pre-
diction is to be made, it can be short-term, mid-term, and long-term. According to the level of
details required, ARD prediction can entail a range of tasks, listed below in increasing degree of
complexity:

1. Predicting whether a waste rock will ever become acid-generating (yes/no),
2. Predicting how soon a potentially-acid generating rock will become acidic (lag time),
3. Predicting the long-term trend in acidity loadings from a waste rock pile,
4. Predicting the temporal variations in contaminant loadings and water quality (i.e. contaminant

concentrations) over time.
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The first two tasks can usually be accomplished by means of laboratory tests (such as acid base
accounting and humidity cells) of representative waste rock samples, supplemented by field weath-
ering tests when necessary.

Task 3 normally involves two steps. The first step is the collection of data for deriving the values
of input parameters necessary for running a model of choice. The data collection may involve a full
characterisation of the waste rock pile with respect to its chemical and physical properties, mete-
orological information, and so forth. When the waste rock pile is sufficiently heterogeneous, the
spatial distribution of relevant chemical and physical properties must be considered. If the purpose
of ARD prediction is to compare different control or abatement alternatives, the input parameter
values must be accordingly modified to reflect the specificity of each alternative when the alternative
is modelled. The second part is application of the model. The model must have a minimum of two
parts: one kinetic oxidation module to predict the rate of sulphide oxidation and acidity generation,
and another to predict the transport of the contaminants generated from sulphide oxidation and
subsequent reactions. In some cases, one may reasonably assume that all soluble products of oxi-
dation and neutralisation are completely flushed out annually by rain and there is no net accumula-
tion in the waste rock pile. In this instance information regarding flow heterogeneity (i.e. channelling)
is not required. In other cases, the net accumulation (which forms the “geochemical reservoir”)
within the waste rock pile cannot be neglected, and information on flow heterogeneity is required
to predict loadings from the waste rock pile. At the present status of science and with currently
available models, prediction of long-term loadings is possible but the uncertainty associated with
the prediction results is generally high.

Task 4 is generally impossible to accomplish at the present time. A first step towards achieving this
task is the understanding and quantification of flow heterogeneity and its interaction with pore water
and soluble minerals. If the channelling phenomenon and its effects on solute transport could be
modelled and the geochemical reservoir in the waste rock pile can be sufficiently characterised, then
task 4 may be accomplished for the very short term.

Increasing our understanding and capability of modelling the channelling and solute transport phe-
nomena will likely advance our capability of accomplishing ARD prediction tasks 3 and 4 above.
This is but one of the important reasons for studying channelling and solute transport in waste rock
piles.

1.3  LITERATURE REVIEW ON FLOW AND SOLUTE TRANSPORT IN
WASTE ROCK

Prediction of acid rock drainage (ARD) from waste rock piles has been a research priority for the
Canadian Mine Environment Neutral Drainage (MEND) program. As a result of MEND's effort,
many reports have been produced on this subject. Of these reports, those that deal with aspects
of flow and solute transport in waste rock piles include Morin et al., 1991, Smith et al., 1995,
SRK, 1995 (draft), and Synergetic Technology, 1996 (draft). The report by Morin et al. (1991)
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is a literature review of which one of the focuses is water movement through waste rock piles. Smith
et al. (1995) focuses on the hydrogeology of waste rock piles and includes many case studies. The
SRK (1995) report contains a survey of existing models for ARD prediction from waste rock piles.
The report by Synergetic Technology examines the theoretical representation of some waste rock
properties by geostatistics and fractal theory. Besides the report by Morin (1991) of which the main
task is critical literature review, the other reports listed above also contain various degrees of litera-
ture review on their respective topics. The reader is referred to these authors. In the following
paragraphs, several original researches found in the literature that deal with channelling and solute
transport phenomena and their modelling are critically discussed.

Literature in three related fields of research may prove of great help to the study of flow and solute
transport in waste rock piles. These three fields are heap (dump) leaching, spent heap decommis-
sioning by rinsing, and trickle bed reactors. Studies of flow and solute transport in heap leaching
are exemplified by Murr et al. (1981, large scale experiments, and references contained therein),
Cathles (1981, modelling of leaching, and references contained therein), Sanchez-Chacon and
Lapidus (1997, modelling of gold heap leach by cyanide), and Schlitt and Nicolai (1987, random
walk model). The spent heap rinsing literature include, for example, Catalan and Li (1999), Catalan
et al. (1998, pilot study of rinsing acid-leached spent ore), Li et al. (1995, laboratory study of
rinsing of acid-leached spent ore), and Dixon (1993, model for rinsing cyanide-leached spent ore).
Trickle bed reactor literature is illustrated by Funk et al. (1990), Ng and Chu (1987), and Satter-
field (1975).

Elboushi (1975) is probably the first to report direct measurements of channelling effects in coarse
rocks. His results showed that in rock beds consisting of narrow-sized particles, it is unnecessary
to satisfy the field water retention capacity of the material to initiate flow. Using diluted paint and
visible tracers, he showed that as water infiltrates deeper into the rock bed consisting of 5-mm
particles, the percentage of rock particles wetted by water decreases rapidly and nearly linearly
from 100% at the surface to 15-20% at a depth of 30 cm (hence water channels are formed); for
individual particles contacted by water, the average percentage of wetted surface relative to the
total particle surface also decreases with depth, from 100% at the surface to about 30% at 30 cm.
The major limitation of Elboushi's experiments is that narrow size fractions are used, which do not
represent the majority of waste rock materials, which usually have very wide size ranges.

In a quite elaborate study of copper leaching from waste rock, Murr et al. (1981) examined solu-
tion flows in large columns measuring 3.1 m in diameter and 10.8 m in height and loaded with -100
mm rock. At the end of two years' of acid leaching a soluble fluorescent dye tracer was infiltrated
into the leached waste rock. Ultraviolet photographs were taken when the spent material was
excavated by horizontal slices. The photographic composites show that the channel cross-sections
are irregularly shaped. In one column (Kennecott) the percentage of solution channel area varied
almost randomly from a maximum of 65% to a minimum of 25% between the depths of 0.6 m and
7.6 m. In another column (Duval-Sierrita) the channel shapes were also irregular and the percentage
of channelled area varied randomly, but both the maximum and the minimum were lower at 20%
and 7%, respectively. It needs to be noted however that the conditions of infiltration are very differ-
ent from those of a typical rain storm: the dye tracer was applied at the end of a very long (two
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years) period of continuous solution application, and because of the acid attack the size distribution,
texture, and compactness of the rock have been altered from the original material.

A commonality of Elboushi’s and Murr’s study of channelling is that, although the percentages of
cross-sectional areas contacted by the dye (or paint) were measured, no information was given
concerning the flux (i.e., flow rate per unit area) at different parts of the channelled areas.

Smith et al. (1995) applied the kinematic wave theory, first pioneered by Lighthill and Whitham
(1955), to model a waste rock dump drainage discharge hydrograph after a rain event at the now-
closed Island Copper Mine on Vancouver Island. They followed the approach developed by Ger-
mann and Beven who adapted the original kinematic wave theory to describe macropore flows in
structured soils (Germann and Beven, 1981a; Beven and Germann, 1981; Germann and Beven,
1981b;Germann and Beven, 1985; Germann and Beven, 1986). They adjusted the statistical pa-
rameters describing the waste rock dump to obtain the best fit between the model-predicted hy-
drograph and the observed hydrograph. The optimised parameters revealed information about the
channelling structure within the waste rock dump. A logical step following this work would be the
independent verification of the derived channelling structure.

The University of Saskatchewan group of researchers examined evidences to study internal flow
and solute transport phenomena within a waste rock pile when 15 million tons of waste rock was
excavated from a 100 million ton dump at the Golden Sunlight Mine in Montana (Herasymuik et
al., 1995). They documented the heterogeneity within the rock pile and mapped moisture and
matric potential profiles at selected locations. Their research focuses on the inter-relationships
between hydraulic conductivity, moisture, and suction within the waste rock pile. This approach
provides snapshots of  the waste rock pile at various times, which are used to infer information
about flows in the rock pile.

Laboratory or field studies that couple channelling phenomena and solute transport are noticeably
lacking in the literature. However, there is theoretical work in this respect. An example is Erriksson
and Destouni (1994) who used a stochastic-advective approach to examine the effects of channel-
ling on the solute flux from a mine waste rock dump undergoing active oxidation. They found that,
for a simplistic unimodal residence time distribution, flow heterogeneity (i.e., channelling) does not
have a significant influence on the solute flux when realistic model parameter values are used.

Generally speaking, literature on the subject of flow and solute transport within waste rock is
scarce, but is constantly emerging. The key feature of flows in waste rock piles is channelling. In
contrast, large amounts of literature exist on flow and solute transport modelling of soils. In referring
to the soil literature, one should take note that the hydraulic properties of soils are fundamentally
different from those of coarse waste rocks, the main difference being the particle size range and
presence of pebble- and boulder-sized rock.
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1.4  PROJECT HISTORY

In December 1994, Supply and Services Canada and Noranda Technology Centre (NTC) signed
a contract (DSS Contract No. 23440-4-1316/01-SQ) to share the cost of a research project
entitled Hydrogeochemistry of Oxidised Waste Rock and ARD Prediction Techniques for
Stratmat/N5 Waste Rock at Heath Steele Mines, New Brunswick. The study was to be carried
out under the auspices of the Mine Environment Neutral Drainage (MEND) program. The govern-
ment funding was made available under the Canada-New Brunswick Mineral Development Agree-
ment (MDA).

The field work was completed in 1994-95 and the column rinsing dissolution tests were finished
in 1995-96. The large column tests reported here were conducted in 1997-1998.

This report is one of two concurrent reports resulting from the research project. The focus of this
report is the large column tests. The other report, entitled Hydrogeochemistry of Oxidise Waste
Rock from Stratmat Site, N.B. (Li, 1999), describes the field work and the column dissolution
experiments. That report should be consulted for information on the sampling and characterisation
of the Stratmat waste rock material used in the large column tests discussed in this report.

1.5  THE DATA DISKETTE

Thousands of data points have been generated in the large column tests. These data have been used
in the analysis and interpretation reported here. It is hoped that other researchers would take ad-
vantage of the data to explore beyond what is presented in this report, to add to our understanding
of the hydrology and solute transport phenomenon in waste rock piles. For this purpose, the raw
experimental data have been provided in an electronic format on a diskette attached to this report.
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2.0  EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

2.1  SCALE OF HETEROGENEITY AND REV

It is generally accepted that waste rock piles and dumps are heterogeneous structures. The initial
heterogeneity structure of a waste rock pile can change with time after the pile is constructed as a
result of many physical and chemical processes. Waste rock heterogeneity can be physical or
chemical. Physical heterogeneity is the spatial variation of particle size, porosity, specific surface
area, density, hydraulic conductivity, gas diffusivity, heat capacity, etc. Chemical heterogeneity is
the spatial variation of rock composition which includes contents of acid-producing minerals, acid-
consuming minerals, and secondary minerals. Physical heterogeneity has a large influence on the
hydrological processes within a waste rock pile, whereas both physical and chemical heterogeneity
can affect solute transport processes.

The concept of heterogeneity depends on the scale. A uniform porous media, such as well-mixed
silt- and sand-sized tailings, is heterogeneous on a scale of micrometers to centimetres, consisting
of individual particles and individual pores filled with liquid or gas. The same media can be, how-
ever, homogeneous on a scale greater than decimetres. This porous media therefore has microhet-
erogeneity and mesohomogeneity. A well-blended, unsegregated waste rock pile ranging in size
from clay and silt to boulders is heterogeneous on a scale of less than a few meters, but can be
treated as homogeneous on a greater scale. This waste rock has mesoheterogeneity and macroho-
mogeneity. Finally, a typical waste rock dump may show heterogeneity on a scale of tens of meters
or greater, and therefore may have macroheterogeneity.

To obtain valid results, experimental studies of hydrological and solute transport behaviours of
waste rock piles, typically macroheterogeneous, should be carried out in a representative elemen-
tary volume (REV) at least tens of meters long in the dimension of interest (such as flow). This
means that such studies should be done on a field scale. Because of the difficulties in controlling
variables and instrumentation, such field studies are scarce and the limited number of reported
studies generally do not have sufficient data for substantiating quantitative models.

To a first approximation, a macroheterogeneous waste rock pile can be viewed as being composed
of many macrohomogeneous but mesoheterogeneous regions. An understanding of processes in
waste rock piles can be gained by first studying such building blocks.

The intention of the large column tests reported here was to approach an REV of a waste rock
media having macrohomogeneity and mesoheterogeneity. The dimensions of the cylinder-shaped
large columns employed are 1.2 m in diameter and 2 m in height. Each column was loaded from
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1.2 to 3.7 t of waste rock. Since rocks greater than 12 inches (30 cm) were removed from the
waste rock sample, the dimensions of the large columns were thought to be appropriate to accom-
modate an REV possessing the properties of macrohomogeneity and mesoheterogeneity. Clearly,
the more conventional columns, normally 6 to 10 inches (15 to 25 cm) in diameter, are too small
to contain an REV for waste rock.

2.2  EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The basic premise for experimental design is to construct an REV of a mesoheterogeneous and
macrohomogeneous waste rock bed (refer to Section 2.1  ) and observe its response to simulated
rain applied on the top surface. To avoid the masking effects when only one drainage is collected,
the bottom of the column was partitioned into many separate drainage basins each of which col-
lected only the drainage from the part of the sample bed directly above it. The variations of drainage
volume, pH, conductivity, and selected elemental concentrations were monitored for each drainage
port over time after the simulated precipitation was applied.

Tracer tests were performed by imposing a continuous step pulse of the tracer in the simulated rain
water at the beginning of each simulation and monitoring the variation of the tracer concentration
with time in each drainage port. Three tracers, NaCl, KNO3, and LiCl, were used in consecutive
simulations.

Variables for the tests include sample bed height (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 m), duration, pattern, and intensity
of simulated precipitation, bottom drainage area partition patterns (square grid and concentric), and
type and concentration of tracers.

By examining the spatial (two-dimensional) and temporal variations of the drainage volume and
physicochemical parameters, information about the internal hydrologic and solute transport proc-
esses such as channelling, mode of flow, secondary mineral dissolution, etc. can be inferred. The
tracer tests were designed to generate data leading to the quantification of channelling, adsorption,
and residence time distribution (RDT).

2.3  EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A photograph of the three loaded columns with the rain simulator installed on Column 1 is shown
in Figure 2-1. The design drawings (excluding the rain simulator) are given in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1 Photograph of Installed Columns

2.3.1  Columns

As seen in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-1, the columns and accessories were constructed of thick,
black, heavy-duty plastics to provide the strength to support heavy weight of rocks. The combined
weight of loaded rock and the column equipment was greater than 5 t. The main column body
measures 1.2 m in inside diameter and 2 m in height and holds 3.7 t of waste rock when the rock
bed is 1.5 m thick.

Both the top and the bottom of the main column body are flanged for connection with a rain simu-
lator and a bottom drain structure. The weight of the entire structure is supported by the bottom
drain structure, which is in turn supported by a steel frame to a height of 1 m above the concrete
floor. The space underneath the bottom drain structure was needed to collect drainage.
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2.3.2  Rain Simulator

The main consideration for the rain simulator is its ability to dispense a stable, uniform “rain” at
required rates over the surface of the waste rock bed.

Photographs of the rain simulator are shown in Figure 2-1. It consists of two plastic plates con-
nected by nuts and bolts with a gap of about six inches in between (lower photo). On the lower
plate are mounted hollow stainless steel needles arranged in a square grid which deliver water to
the sample bed surface. On top of the upper plate are mounted a water reservoir, five peristaltic
pumps each having 8-channels, one water circulation peristaltic pump, pump speed controllers, and
the connecting tubing. Water is drawn from the central reservoir in a large tubing and split into eight
small tubings before entering the pumps. The other end of each tubing (after the pump) is connected
to a steel needle. The water level in the central reservoir is fed from a large (200 L) reservoir via
a peristaltic pump and maintained at a constant head by means of overflow. The overflow is re-
turned to the large reservoir via a separate peristaltic pump.

The speed of each of the delivery pumps can be adjusted independently. The flow rate in the eight
channels on the same pump cannot be changed independently, but the variation was found to be
small. The flow rate in each channel was normally calibrated at 3.2 mL/min and with a total of 37
channels the rain simulator delivers 7.1 L of water per hour. Independent measurement of each of
the 37 channels showed that the flow rate variation was small and that the flow rate was stable over
time.

The total water input in each simulation session was measured by the water level change in the 200-
L reservoir. Experimental data for all runs indicate that the water inputs recorded in the large reser-
voir consistently agreed very well with the flow rate of 3.2 mL/min/channel.
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Figure 2-3 Photograph3s of the Rain Simulator
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2.3.3  Bottom Drains

The main considerations for the bottom drain structure were two fold: (1) its ability to avoid lateral
“cross flow” at the bottom boundary of the waste rock bed so that each partitioned square drainage
area receives drainage only from the part of the rock bed that is directly above it, and (2) to struc-
turally support the weight (up to 3.7 t) of the rock bed.

Schematic drawings of the bottom drain structure are provided in Figure 2-1, and photographs are
shown in Figure 2-1. Figure 2-2 shows a view of the installed bottom drain structure looking down
the inside of a empty column. Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 illustrate how the bottom of each column
is partitioned into drainage areas. Figure 2-5 shows the valves and drainage collection system on
the underside of the bottom drain structure.

The bottoms of Columns 1 and 2 are partitioned into square drainage areas, as shown in Figure 2-1
and Figure 2-1. The upper photo in Figure 2-1 shows that water collected by each partitioned
drainage area flows into a cylindrical chamber, each of which has a valve to turn on or off the drain-
age flow into its collection bottle, as shown in Figure 2-5. Each cylindrical drainage chamber is filled
with -1/4 inch polyethylene beads to establish hydraulic contact with the rock bed. A steel screen
with - 1 inch mesh sizes is placed on top of all the cylindrical drainage chambers to support the rock
sample bed, as seen in Figure 2-2.

The bottoms of Columns 1 and 2 are partitioned into 37 drainage areas, sequentially labelled from
1 to 37, as illustrated in Figure 2-3. There are no drainage chambers for the areas labelled from A
to H and the tiny unlabeled triangular areas. As a result, drainage reaching these areas must flow
into neighbouring drainage chambers, as indicated by arrows in Figure 2-3. The geometric areas
of drainage sections 1 through 37 and A through H are given in Table 2-1.

The physical set-up for Column 3 is similar to that of Columns 1 and 2, except that the bottom of
Column 3 is partitioned differently, into annular drainage sections, as shown in Figure 2-1 and
Figure 2-1. Sixteen annular drainage sections are formed, as shown in Figure 2-4, by joining 2, 3,
or 4 neighbouring drainage chambers (except the central section). The annular sections are labelled
sequentially in a spiral from the perimeter to the centre. Each of the 16 drainage sections flows to
an individual bottle through an on/off valve. The areas of the sections are given in Table 2-1.
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Figure 2-4 Photographs of Column Bottom Drain Structures

Figure 2-5 View of Installed Bottom Structure Looking Down Inside a Empty Column
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Figure 2-8 Collection System on Underside of Bottom Drain Structure for C1 and C2
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Table 2-1 Areas of Drainage Sections

Columns 1 & 2 Column 3
Area Area Area

Section Cm2 Section cm2 Section cm2

1 221.6 A 110.8 1 821.7
2 253.7 B 111.0 2 912.4
3 217.0 C 115.5 3 878.8
4 225.0 D 114.2 4 720.8
5 225.0 E 117.1 5 754.8
6 225.0 F 115.8 6 734.6
7 225.0 G 121.3 7 488.1
8 225.0 H 120.2 8 680.2
9 222.9 9 683.5
10 225.0 10 708.7
11 225.0 11 681.5
12 225.0 12 336.9
13 225.0 13 336.3
14 225.0 14 345.1
15 221.6 15 355.8
16 255.4 16 167.6
17 225.0 Total 9606.6
18 225.0
19 225.0
20 225.0
21 225.0
22 254.2
23 223.5
24 225.0
25 225.0
26 225.0
27 225.0
28 225.0
29 222.2
30 225.0
31 225.0
32 225.0
33 225.0
34 225.0
35 223.9
36 255.9
37 223.5

Total 8420.3 925.8 9346.2
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2.4  EXPERIMENT PREPARATION

2.4.1  Calibration of Rain Simulator

After the flow rates in the 37 channels of the rain simulator were fine-tuned, the accuracy and the
repeatability of the flow rates were tested. The rain simulator was run three times, for 1, 1.5 and
2.0 hours, respectively, and the water pumped in each channel was collected in an individual bottle
and measured. The results are shown in Table 2-1. It can be seen that, among the three runs, the
repeatability is acceptable, with standard errors (defined as one standard deviation divided by the
mean) generally less than 6% for all channels except 6, 10 and 35. The 37 means of the three runs
have an overall mean of 3.34 mL/min (the target flow rate is 3.2 mL/min) and an overall standard
error of 9.8%.

To test the homogeneity of water distribution, Column 2 was packed with about 0.5 m of “bird
balls” - uniform-sized hollow plastic balls about 2 inches in diameter. The rain simulator was run
twice for two hours and the volume collected in each drain port was measured. The results are
given in Table 2-2 and shown graphically in Figure 2-1. It can be seen that the repeatability is
acceptable, with standard errors based on the duplicate tests generally within 10% except four
ports: 9, 28, 33 and 34. The 37 two-test means had an overall mean of 3.15 mL/min, which is
slightly less than the target of 3.2 mL/min. The difference can be accounted for by the small amounts
of water retained by the media (the plastic “bird balls”). The water distribution among the 37 ports
is reasonably homogeneous, although a few drain ports reported low flow rates less than 2 mL/min
(Ports 9, 13, 28, 34) and high flow rates greater than 4 mL/min (Ports 4, 8, 36). The standard error
of the 37 means is 23.8%.

The rain simulator, with the performance described above, was used for all tests in Columns 1 and
2. For Column 3, because water was applied at just one point (centre of the sample bed surface),
there was no need for calibration of the simulator.
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Table 2-1 Result of Rain Simulator Channel Flow Rate Calibration

Volume of Water Pumped, mL Statistics
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Mean of 3 Runs Std. Dev. Std. ErrorChannel

No. 1 hr 1.5 hr 2 hr mL/min 3 Runs 3 Runs
1 196.7 288.8 379.3 3.22 0.06 1.84%
2 200.5 284.7 386.1 3.24 0.09 2.82%
3 200.1 281.7 385.7 3.23 0.10 3.19%
4 192.6 287.1 374.0 3.17 0.05 1.55%
5 192.7 282.9 373.7 3.16 0.05 1.59%
6 259.6 348.6 454.0 3.99 0.29 7.29%
7 204.7 291.1 397.3 3.32 0.09 2.68%
8 207.0 283.9 401.7 3.32 0.15 4.52%
9 227.6 317.5 410.2 3.58 0.19 5.38%
10 199.8 193.5 389.9 2.91 0.66 22.7%
11 200.3 296.9 388.7 3.29 0.05 1.51%
12 206.5 296.1 400.8 3.36 0.08 2.30%
13 209.6 304.7 410.8 3.43 0.05 1.59%
14 227.6 332.8 439.0 3.72 0.07 1.86%
15 197.5 289.6 381.3 3.23 0.06 1.79%
16 225.8 326.6 441.2 3.69 0.07 1.85%
17 194.7 284.1 373.1 3.17 0.07 2.17%
18 194.6 282.7 373.5 3.17 0.07 2.18%
19 200.8 282.1 386.7 3.23 0.11 3.29%
20 229.3 329.3 439.6 3.71 0.09 2.50%
21 191.4 280.4 373.6 3.14 0.04 1.38%
22 201.5 293.9 389.2 3.29 0.06 1.85%
23 189.5 275.6 365.2 3.09 0.06 2.00%
24 203.0 302.3 389.7 3.33 0.07 2.18%
25 255.7 347.2 464.5 4.00 0.23 5.74%
26 180.3 267.8 350.7 2.97 0.04 1.41%
27 197.9 293.7 383.4 3.25 0.05 1.62%
28 215.5 313.4 414.7 3.51 0.07 2.05%
29 212.4 311.0 407.1 3.46 0.07 2.14%
30 178.6 263.2 343.4 2.92 0.06 1.97%
31 182.6 266.2 349.6 2.97 0.07 2.22%
32 193.1 288.0 372.3 3.17 0.06 1.97%
33 197.3 288.8 381.4 3.23 0.06 1.77%
34 192.0 280.7 368.4 3.13 0.07 2.10%
35 335.8 450.8 362.6 4.54 1.35 29.7%
36 202.9 298.2 391.9 3.32 0.06 1.75%
37 195.3 289.3 380.3 3.21 0.04 1.34%

Mean 3.34
Std. Dev. 0.3273
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Std. Error 9.79%

Table 2-2 Results of Water Distribution Calibration Tests

Water Volume Collected (mL) Mean, Runs 1 & 2 Std. Dev. Std. ErrorChannel
No. Run 1 Run 2 mL/min Runs 1 &2 Runs 1 &2
1 411.8 415.3 3.4 0.02 0.60%
2 349.9 339.6 2.9 0.06 2.11%
3 336.2 355.6 2.9 0.11 3.97%
4 549.8 547.4 4.6 0.01 0.31%
5 419.6 408.0 3.4 0.07 1.98%
6 421.2 479.6 3.8 0.34 9.17%
7 308.2 294.2 2.5 0.08 3.29%
8 520.9 495.2 4.2 0.15 3.58%
9 76.3 296.6 1.6 1.30 83.5%
10 322.3 366.1 2.9 0.26 9.00%
11 447.7 394.2 3.5 0.32 8.99%
12 393.4 383.9 3.2 0.06 1.73%
13 199.3 191.8 1.6 0.04 2.71%
14 421.2 391.2 3.4 0.18 5.22%
15 377.7 390.6 3.2 0.08 2.37%
16 389.5 379.5 3.2 0.06 1.84%
17 380.7 403.1 3.3 0.13 4.04%
18 367.6 354.6 3.0 0.08 2.55%
19 389.0 381.2 3.2 0.05 1.43%
20 449.2 456.8 3.8 0.04 1.19%
21 432.3 458.2 3.7 0.15 4.11%
22 416.2 412.2 3.5 0.02 0.68%
23 367.9 366.4 3.1 0.01 0.29%
24 385.8 390.2 3.2 0.03 0.80%
25 434.7 467.0 3.8 0.19 5.07%
26 361.2 352.8 3.0 0.05 1.66%
27 429.6 402.0 3.5 0.16 4.69%
28 161.4 239.4 1.7 0.46 27.5%
29 400.6 389.9 3.3 0.06 1.91%
30 450.1 455.6 3.8 0.03 0.86%
31 316.9 325.7 2.7 0.05 1.94%
32 374.4 377.2 3.1 0.02 0.53%
33 486.3 404.3 3.7 0.48 13.0%
34 155.5 108.3 1.1 0.28 25.3%
35 329.4 304.2 2.6 0.15 5.63%
36 558.5 530.2 4.5 0.17 3.68%
37 348.2 354.3 2.9 0.04 1.23%
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Average 3.15
Std. Dev. 0.75
Std. Error 23.8%

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34

35 36 37

Figure 2-9 Distribution of Water among Drain Ports in Duplicate Calibration Tests

(Area of a bubble is a measure of the flow rate in the drain port identified by the number)

2.4.2  Mixing and Loading of Waste Rock

The rock samples taken from the Stratmat pile (for detailed description refer to Li, 1999, Section
2.4) were stored in large nylon bags in open air before the large column tests. In preparation of the
tests, the rocks were dumped on to a paved area. The rock pile was thoroughly mixed by coning
and quartering three times with a combined hydraulic back hoe/front loader, as shown in Figure
2-1.
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Figure 2-10 Mixing of Waste Rock before Loading of Columns

The mixed rock was loaded into the columns to specified bed heights using a drum loader as shown
in Figure 2-2. The mechanism on the side of the loader is used to overturn the drum to empty the
sample inside. The primary concern in loading the rocks was to prevent size segregation. Loading
was achieved by filling the loader with rock, lifting the loader with an overhead crane, lowering the
loader inside the column, then dumping out the content by pulling the chain attached to the wheel
(Figure 2-2). The rock falling distance was less than 30 cm at all times. After dumping each load,
the rock bed surface was levelled with a shovel. Figure 2-3 shows a top view (left photo) and a
side view (through the observation window, right photo) of the loaded rock in Column 2. Size
segregation was prevented by the use of this loading method.
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Figure 2-11 Drum Loader Used for Loading Rock into Columns

Figure 2-12 Photographs of Loaded Rock Sample Bed
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2.5  EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

Ten experimental runs were conducted on the three columns. Table 2-1 summarises the experi-
mental conditions, and the following text is a brief description. The experimental conditions and
procedures are described in detail in APPENDIX I.

Column 1

The column was filled with a 1.5-m thick sample bed and three runs were performed consecutively
(the sample bed was not changed between runs). The objectives of these three runs were three-
fold: (1) to compare with Column 2 runs, (2) to investigate the effects of simulated rain intensity,
and (3) to gather tracer data for determination of residence time distribution (RTD).

Column 2 tests were carried out before Column 1 tests. To generate data for RTD determination,
three tracers were used consecutively: NaCl, KNO3, and LiCl.

Column 2

Four runs were conducted on Column 2. The sample bed was first filled to 0.5 m and Run 1 was
conducted. Then more rock was added on top of the existing sample to bring the sample bed to
1.0 m and Run 2 was carried out. Finally another 0.5 m of rock sample was added to bring the
sample bed height to 1.5 m, and two runs, Run 3 and Run 4, were carried out consecutively. The
objectives of these runs were (1) to explore experimental conditions and gain experience with the
experiment procedure (this was the first column experimented), and (2) to investigate the effects
of sample bed thickness.

Column 3

Three runs were carried out, respectively, at three different sample bed heights - 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5
m. Column 3 tests differed from those of Columns 1 and 2 in two aspects: (1) in Column 3 the
bottom drain structure was concentric instead of square grid, and (2) the water was applied on the
top at one point instead of a uniform grid of many points. These experiments were carried out to
(1) study channelling, (2) investigate the effects of sample bed thickness, and (3) study horizontal
dispersion of flow.
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Table 2-3 Summary of Experimental Conditions for Large Column Tests

Rain Simulator Sampling Tracer ICP
Col.
No.

Run
No.

Sample
Bed

Height
(m)

Feed
Pattern

Feed Rate
(mL/min/
channel)

Feed
Duration
(hour)

No. of
Rounds

Max. No. of
Samples per

Round

Duration
(hour)

No. of
Rounds
for ICP

Type
Conc.
(mg/L
cation)

List of Dissolved
Elements
Analysed

1 13 8 37 6 6 NaCl 1000 S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li

2
3.2

7 8 37 6 5 KNO3 500 S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li1
3

1.5 Grid
1.6 10 8 37 6 6 LiCl 500 S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li

1 0.5 5 7 37 4 7 None - S, Fe, Zn

2 1.0 6 7 37 4 7 None - S, Fe, Zn

3 1.5 10.77 7 37 6 6 None - S, Fe, Zn
2

4 1.5

Grid 3.2

5.1 8 37 6 5 None - S, Fe, Zn

1 0.5 10 8 16 6 6 NaCl 1000 S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li

2 1.0 13 8 16 6 7 KNO3 1000 S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li3
3 1.5

Centre
Point

35
12 8 16 6 6 LiCl 500 S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li

Notes:
1. Rain simulator position is -22.5° for all runs.
2. Selected samples were ICP-analysed for 14 elements.
3. Conductivity, pH, and solution mass were measured on all samples.
4. Redox potential was measured initially but its measurement was stopped later.
5. ICP analysis was done on unfiltered samples, as filtration was shown not to produce any difference in ICP results.
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2.6  EXPERIMENT EXECUTION

The experiments required two full-time persons on a 12-hour shift. Automatic timers were used to
control the rain simulator. Four sets of 37 1-L bottles were made to rotate for drainage collection.
Switching of bottles was done by closing and opening the on/off valves on each drainage port.

Enough lap time (at least two days) was allowed between successive runs for the sample bed to
drain off the water applied in the previous run until a field retention capacity is reached, after which
time no more water would drain. Despite this, the moisture content of the sample bed varied at the
beginning of each simulation. The beginning moisture of each run was not measured, but can be
estimated using available information.

The determination of drainage breakthrough time was somewhat subjective. Initially, “drainage
breakthrough” was defined as the moment when the drainage flow broke in any of the drainage
ports. This criteria was later found impractical to discern, thus the definition was modified to “the
time when about half of the drainage ports had flows”. Since this definition is somewhat arbitrary,
the breakthrough times identified had an inherent error of approximately ±0.5 hour.

The experiments were carried out in a “batch mode”, i.e., each set of drainage bottles was removed
at pre-determined time intervals for physicochemical characterisation. The parameters obtained
such as solution mass, pH, conductivity, and dissolved elements, therefore, are those of a “batch”
of solutions, not instantaneous values measured on the drainage flows. Instantaneous (more accu-
rately, short-interval) flow rates, pH, conductivity, and elemental concentrations would be preferred
for interpretation of data, but cannot be obtained within the resource limit.

Once the experiments were completed, the waste rock was returned to the Stratmat pile for dis-
posal.

2.7  ANALYSIS OF DRAINAGE

Three parameters - pH, conductivity, and solution mass - were measured on all samples that had
sufficient volume for these measurements. Measurement of redox potential was made on a small
percentage of samples.

Based on available information on the rock material, only three dissolved elements were measured
on all samples to optimise the cost effectiveness of acquired data. They were sulphur (S), iron (Fe),
and zinc (Zn). For runs involving tracer additions, the concentrations of the tracer elements were
also measured (see Table 2-1). All elemental concentration measurements were made using either
ICP-AES or ICP-MS on unfiltered samples preserved with either HNO3 or HCl. Unfiltered sam-
ples were used for ICP analyses because comparisons made at the beginning of the experiments
between filtered and unfiltered samples showed no significant difference in elemental concentrations.
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A number of samples were selected for ICP scans of over 30 elements to generate data for geo-
chemical modelling.

Quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC) on chemical analyses were realised by established
routines such as blind blanks, blind replicates, and timely verification of data. These QA/QC meas-
ures were conducted independently of  and in addition to the routine QA/QC measures exercised
by the analytical laboratory, which included blanks, standards, spikes, and repeats.

In this report, the terms “dissolved S” and “S” are used alternatively with the terms “dissolved SO4
2-

” and “SO4
2-”. It is assumed that in all drainage samples the only S species is SO4

2-. The SO4
2-

concentration is simply related to the S concentration by [SO4
2-] = 3 x [S]. In addition, the terms

“dissolved Fe” and “Fe” are meant to include both Fe2+ and Fe3+.
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3.0  RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

3.1  RESULTS

To facilitate examination and analysis of the experimental data by other interested researchers, the
raw data have been provided on a diskette in Microsoft Office 97 Excel format (file name “Re-
sults.xls”).

The stability of flow delivered by the rain simulator is satisfactory, as indicated by the agreement
between the total pumped amounts measured by the water level changes in the water reservoir and
those calculated from the target flow rates and pumping duration (Table 3-1). The draining time
between separate experimental runs and the approximate time of solution breakthrough are given
in Table 3-2. The “solution breakthrough time” is defined as the time elapsed from the beginning
of simulated rain application to the time when about half of the drainage ports have reported flow.

Table 3-1 Comparison of Measured and Calculated Volumes of Water Delivered

Col.
No.

Run
No.

Delivered Volume
(measured by water
level changes in res-

ervoir), L

Pumping
Duration

(hour)

Target Flow
Rate

(mL/min/
Channel)

No. of Flow
Channels

Delivered Volume (cal-
culated from target

flow rate and pumping
duration), L

1 92.5 13 3.2 37 92.4
2 50.0 7 3.2 37 49.71
3 36 10 1.6 37 35.5
1 36 5 3.2 37 35.5
2 44 6 3.2 37 42.6
3 75 10.77 3.2 37 76.5

2

4 35 5.1 3.2 37 36.2
1 21 10 35 1 21.0
2 N/A 13 35 1 27.33
3 N/A 12 35 1 25.2
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Table 3-2 Draining Time between Runs and Elapsed Time at Solution Breakthrough

Col. No. Run No.
Number of Days Elapsed since
Last Test but before this Test on

this Column

Time Elapsed from Beginning of
Simulated Rain to Solution

Breakthrough, minutes
1 Not applicable 735
2 2 1701
3 4 357
1 Not applicable 150
2 2 240
3 76 378

2

4 5 165
1 Not applicable 349
2 14 5383
3 2 870

3.1.1  Rain Simulation Tests

The individual port drainage hydrographs and whole-column drainage hydrographs composited
from the individual port drainage hydrographs are plotted in APPENDIX II. The reader should
consult the abbreviations and explanations at the beginning of this appendix to fully understand the
graphs. Some points on the hydrographs are interpolated.

APPENDIX III presents the dissolved Zn drainage chemographs for individual ports and for the
entire columns. Like the column drainage hydrographs, the column drainage chemographs are also
composited from individual port drainage chemographs. Only dissolved Zn chemographs are plot-
ted in this appendix. Chemographs for other parameters such as S, Fe, conductivity, etc., can be
constructed from the raw data provided in the data diskette.

APPENDIX IV gives the pH chemographs for individual ports. Because pH is not a conservative
parameter, it can not be composited from individual ports to derive the pH for the entire columns.

3.1.2  Tracer Tests

Tracer tests were carried out in Columns 1 and 3. NaCl was added in Run 1; KNO3 in Run 2; LiCl
in Run 3. The tracer elements were Na, K, and Li, respectively. The tracer concentrations and
duration of rain simulations used are shown in Table 2-1. The tracer concentrations were selected
to be at least two orders of magnitude higher than those of either the background water or the pore
water associated with the waste rock samples.

Individual port tracer chemographs and whole-column chemographs composited from individual
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port chemographs are both shown in APPENDIX V. Consult APPENDIX II for explanations of
abbreviations and graphing details.

3.1.3  Radial Infiltration Dispersion Tests

One objective of Column 3 was to study the radial dispersion of flow in the horizontal direction. For
this, water was applied at one point on the surface of the rock sample bed - the centre point -
which is vertically above drainage area 16 (Figure 2-4). The bottom drain structure was divided
into 16 annular drainage areas, with the central circle consisting of drainage area 16, the inner an-
nular ring consisting of drainage areas 15, 14, 13 and 12, the middle annular ring consisting of
drainage areas 11, 10, 9 and 8, and the outer annular ring consisting of drainage areas 7, 6, 5, 4,
3, 2, 1.

The flow rates in g/min and the flow flux in mg/cm2/min for the central circle, the inner, the middle
and the outer annular rings are plotted in APPENDIX VI.

3.2  DRAINAGE GEOCHEMISTRY

3.2.1  Minerals in Equilibrium with Drainage Solutions

One drainage sample was selected for each time interval in Column 2, Runs 1 and 2 for ICP analy-
sis of twelve dissolved elements: Al, As, Ca, Cu, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Pb, S, and Zn. For each
time interval, the selection of drainage sample was made on an arbitrary basis among the drainage
ports that had collected sufficient solution during that time interval. The identification of drainage
samples for plotting, tabulation, and discussion is exemplified as follows: C2R1T30P36 = Column
2, Run 1, Time 30 minutes, (drainage) Port 36.

The analytical results obtained for the samples described above were used to compute saturation
indices (SIs) with the help of the computer program PHREEQC (Parkhurst, 1995) developed and
maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey. In addition to elemental concentrations, pH and redox
potential were necessary for the modelling exercise. Experimentally measured pH was used. Since
redox potential was not measured on all the drainage samples, missing values were assumed to be
Eh = 0.5015 V (the subscript h in Eh means that the potential is relative to the standard hydrogen
electrode, or SHE), which is equivalent to pe = 8.5 at 25°C. The conversion from Eh to pe is

0.0592
E

 
2.303RT

F
 E pe hC25

h  →⋅=
o

The results of the PHREEQC modelling are shown in Table 3-1. All the minerals that showed an
SI value greater than -2.0 in any of the simulations are listed. The SI's (excluding those of anhydrite
and hematite) are also plotted in Figure 3-1.
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Table 3-3 Saturation Indices Calculated by PHREEQC for Selected Drainage Samples

Drainage pH pe ionic alunite anhydrite cuprousferrite diaspore epsomite goethite goslarite gypsum hematite jurbanite
I.D. strength KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6 CaSO4 CuFeO2 AlOOH MgSO4.7H2O FeOOH ZnSO4.7H2O CaSO4.2H2O Fe2O3 AlOHSO4

C2R1T30P36 2.94 8.92 0.285 0.485 -0.3 2.039 -1.734 -1.707 1.407 -2.073 -0.083 4.824 0.676
C2R1T60P14 2.74 8.50 0.385 -0.263 -0.182 1.306 -2.231 -1.542 0.425 -1.903 0.034 2.861 0.635
C2R1T120P1 2.70 8.50 0.289 -0.878 -0.203 1.177 -2.441 -1.727 0.388 -2.063 0.014 2.785 0.449
C2R1T180P21 2.79 8.50 0.371 -0.044 -0.183 1.483 -2.133 -1.55 0.545 -1.925 0.033 3.100 0.628
C2R1T240P6 2.80 8.50 0.362 -0.103 -0.177 1.355 -2.125 -1.579 0.496 -1.919 0.039 3.002 0.608
C2R1T600P21 2.84 8.50 0.355 0.132 -0.182 1.577 -2.004 -1.573 0.617 -1.95 0.034 3.245 0.65
C2R2T30P1 2.83 8.50 0.243 -0.307 -0.189 1.359 -2.126 -1.827 0.501 -2.161 0.028 3.011 0.472
C2R2T60P37 2.91 8.50 0.300 0.316 -0.156 1.630 -1.859 -1.685 0.709 -2.038 0.061 3.428 0.622
C2R2T90P37 2.78 8.50 0.271 -0.614 -0.166 1.061 -2.295 -1.747 0.337 -2.096 0.051 2.684 0.425
C2R2T120P34 2.74 8.50 0.293 -0.957 -0.176 1.047 -2.430 -1.702 0.337 -2.032 0.041 2.683 0.383
C2R2T180P34 2.75 8.50 0.271 -0.894 -0.178 0.939 -2.411 -1.747 0.256 -2.089 0.039 2.521 0.367
C2R2T240P6 2.82 8.50 0.274 -0.533 -0.192 1.183 -2.213 -1.733 0.471 -2.074 0.025 2.951 0.428
C2R2T600P30 2.83 8.50 0.307 -0.160 -0.165 1.669 -2.083 -1.675 0.674 -2.026 0.051 3.358 0.562

Saturation Index
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Figure 3-1 Mineral Saturation Indices in Selected Drainage Samples

The SI's are interpreted to infer what mineral phases are in equilibrium with the drainage solutions,
as follows:

• Minerals known not to form in the environment of concern, i.e., moist waste rock under natural
ambient temperatures, are disregarded. This applies to anhydrite and hematite. Anhydrite does
not form because in the presence of moisture and within the naturally varying temperature range,
gypsum is thermodynamically and kinetically favoured mineral phase to form. As to hematite,
although it is thermodynamically favoured, within the normal natural temperature range it is much
less kinetically favoured than goethite.

• If the solution SI for a certain mineral fluctuates widely (e.g., when SImax-SImin>1.0), this min-
eral is usually not in equilibrium with the solution. This criteria leads us to discard cuprousferrite,
alunite, and diaspore.

• If the solution SI for a certain mineral is significantly below zero, the solution is under-saturated
with respect to that mineral. This criteria applies to epsomite, goslarite, and diaspore. These
minerals are then disregarded as they are unlikely to coexist with the solution.

The above interpretation leaves only three minerals as possible phases in equilibrium with the drain-
age solutions: gypsum, goethite, and jurbanite. It is clear that gypsum is in equilibrium with all the
drainage solutions as the solution SI for gypsum neither fluctuates much nor deviates significantly
from zero. In fact, it almost coincides with the ideal, horizontal straight line at an SI of zero.
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For goethite and jurbanite, the SI's for different drainage solutions have a small fluctuation around
the value of 0.5. This suggests that these two minerals are likely to be in equilibrium with the drain-
age solutions. The positive displacement of 0.5 in SI values can be explained by one or more of the
reasons below:

• The true thermodynamic Ksp could differ from the Ksp listed in the thermodynamic database of
the computer model by a factor of about 3.15 (note log3.15 = 0.5), i.e.,

[Ksp]actual = 3.15 x [Ksp]model

• The thermodynamic Ksp's listed in the thermodynamic database of the computer model are
correct, but these minerals may tend to precipitate at a degree of saturation1 of about 3.15.

• The relevant activity coefficients calculated by the computer model could be positively biased
(i.e., larger than the true values).

• The relevant analytical concentrations could be positively biased (i.e., larger than the true val-
ues).

One more potential reason for the fluctuation and positive biases of the geothite SI's, especially the
large positive bias of the first data point, is the use of assumed instead of measured Eh values. Since
Eh is used by the computer model to speciate the Fe, which was measured, into dissolved Fe2+ and
Fe3+, which were not measured, inaccuracy in Eh would cause inaccuracy in Fe3+, which in turn
leads to biased values of SI for goethite.

In addition to these three minerals, another mineral, anglesite PbSO4, is very likely to be in equilib-
rium with all the drainage solutions. This is the case found in the column dissolution test (Li, 1999,
Chapter 4.0) where the SI's for the rinse solutions are all near zero. In the large column tests, how-
ever, SI's cannot be calculated because the concentrations of Pb are below the analytical detection
limit of 0.25 mg/L. The Pb concentration is likely depressed to such low levels by the very high
SO4

2- concentrations, an indirect evidence that anglesite is in equilibrium with the drainage solutions.

In summary, the minerals inferred to be in equilibrium with the drainage solutions are gypsum, angle-
site, goethite, and jurbanite.

3.2.2  Mineral Solubility Control of Concentrations in Drainage

The concentration of aqueous element A is said to be controlled by the solubility of mineral AxBy

                                                
1 Degree of saturation, S = IAP/Ksp, where IAP = ion activity product, Ksp = thermodynamic solubility constant
(or product). Saturation index SI = log10(S). S=1 or SI=0 means that the solution is in equilibrium with the mineral
phase.
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if (1) any small addition of A to a solution equilibrated with AxBy at an aqueous concentration of
CA causes precipitation of AxBy so that there is little change in CA, and (2) any small removal of A
from a solution equilibrated with AxBy at an aqueous concentration of CA causes dissolution of
AxBy so that there is little change in CA.

The equilibrium between a mineral phase and a solution does not directly imply that the concentra-
tions of the mineral's dissolved constituents in the solution are controlled by the mineral's solubility.
For example, the equilibrium between a drainage solution and gypsum does not mean that the
concentrations of both Ca and SO4

2- are effectively controlled by the solubility of gypsum. The rule
regarding which dissolved constituent's concentration is controlled by a mineral in equilibrium with
the solution is stated as follows:

Suppose a solution containing dissolved constituents A and B is in equilibrium with
the mineral phase AB. The molar concentrations of A and B are CA and CB, re-
spectively. If CA >> CB then CB is controlled by the solubility of AB whereas CA

is not; if CA ≈ CB, then both CA and CB are controlled by the solubility of AB; if
CA<< CB, then CA is controlled by the solubility of AB but CB is not. (See
APPENDIX VII for further discussion of this rule.)

Using the above rule, since [Ca] << [SO4
2-], [Pb] << [SO4

2-], we conclude that in the drainage
solutions studied, the solubility of gypsum controls the concentration of Ca and the solubility of
anglesite controls the concentration of Pb. Neither mineral controls the concentration of SO4

2- in
the drainage solutions.

In the case of the mineral goethite FeOOH, the precipitation reaction can be written as

Fe3+ + 3OH- = FeOOH + H2O

In the drainage solutions, the Fe3+ concentration is 1.0 x 10-6 to 2.0 x 10-4
 mol/L whereas the pH

is usually 2.5 to 3.5, equivalent of 3.0 x 10-12 to 3.0 x 10-11 mol/L OH-, thus [Fe3+] >> [OH-].
According to the above rule, the presence of goethite will control the concentration of OH- but not
that of Fe3+. In other words, any small amounts of OH- added to the solutions (e.g., as NaOH) will
be nearly 100% precipitated as goethite, whereas any small amounts of Fe3+ added (e.g., as
Fe2(SO4)3) will be nearly 100% retained in solution. One can consider that Fe3+ in the solution
behaves as a buffer against pH rise.

For the case of jurbanite, AlOHSO4, since the least abundant constituents are OH- and then Al3+,
the mineral would exert a strong concentration control on OH-, a moderate concentration control
on Al3+, and virtually no concentration control on SO4

2-.

In summary, the concentrations of Ca, Pb, Al, and OH- are controlled by the solubility of gypsum,
anglesite, jurbanite, and goethite. This means that any small addition of these ions to the drainage
solution will force the entire added amount to be precipitated as their respective controlling miner-
als. This also means that the concentrations of these ions in the drainage solutions are stabilised.
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Somewhat counter-intuitive is that the Fe3+ concentration is not controlled by the solubility of
goethite, as explained above. This means that small amounts of Fe3+ added to the drainage (e.g. as
Fe2(SO4)3 dissolves) will cause little precipitation of goethite, thus allowing the Fe3+ concentration
to fluctuate in a wider range than if Fe3+ were controlled by the solubility of some mineral.

No mineral solubility controls appear to exist for SO4
2-, Zn, and Mg, the three most concentrated

dissolved constituents in the drainage solutions. Neither appear there to be any mineral solubility
controls for Fe2+ and Fe3+ (generally Fe2+ is two orders of magnitude more concentrated than Fe3+

and thus dominate the Fe). The concentrations of these constituents can therefore vary in wide
ranges, as is indeed observed for SO4

2-, Zn, and Fe.

The above findings are made on the test results of Column 2, Runs 1 and 2. Generally, they should
apply to other column tests as long as the test conditions do not deviate from those of C2R1 and
C2R2 drastically.

In the absence of mineral solubility control, what other factors and processes determine the con-
centrations of SO4

2-, Zn, and Fe in the drainage? This question is dealt with below.

3.2.3  Correlation among S, Zn, Fe, and Conductivity

Studying the relationships among different solution parameters may help reveal the factors or proc-
esses which regulate the concentrations of these parameters. An examination of the solution analysis
data reveals that the drainage in all the ports from all the columns and runs is basically a mixed
solution containing a few cations and one major anion. In an approximately decreasing order of
concentration, the cations are Zn2+, Mg2+, Fe2+, Al3+, and Ca2+. The major anion is SO4

2-. Since
for the majority of drainage samples solution analysis is available only for Zn, Fe, and S, attention
is given mainly to these three elements below.

In Figure 3-1, dissolved Zn and Fe are plotted against S and conductivity for the 10 individual runs
of the three columns. The S exists in the solution all in the form of SO4

2-. The following can be
observed:

• For all the runs, there is a good, positive, linear correlation between Zn and S with little scatter.
A similar correlation exists between Zn and conductivity, but with more scattered points.

• The degree of correlation between Fe and S is dependent of the Fe concentration. When the
Fe concentration is greater than about 500 mg/L, a fair, positive, linear correlation exists. When
the dissolved Fe is below about 200 mg/L, the correlation disappears. The correlation between
Fe and conductivity has a similar pattern, albeit with more scattered points.

• Generally, the linearity and the degree of correlation are higher between Zn and S (or conduc-
tivity) than between Fe and S (or conductivity).
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Figure 3-2 shows how the correlation among S, Zn and conductivity varies from run to run for the
three columns.

All Columns

The are some scattered points away from the main trends in the S-conductivity plots. As S (in the
form of SO4

2-) accounts for the majority of anions, a good correlation between S and conductivity
is expected and indeed observed. The outlier points in the S-conductivity plots likely represent
measurement errors in conductivity. The reason for some erratic conductivity measurements is most
likely shortage of solution samples in some ports, in which case the electrode cannot be fully im-
mersed.

Column 1

For C1, the Zn-S plot is a straight line with little scatter. This means that the concentration ratio of
Zn/S is constant in all three runs. From R1 (Run 1) through R2 to R3, the data point cluster moves
towards the origin. This can be explained by partial depletion of Zn and SO4

2- in the pore water as
simulated rain was passed through it. Note that the intervals between R1 and R2 and between R2
and R3 are short: two days and four days, respectively (Table 3-2). The short intervals did not
allow the washed rock to oxidise sufficiently to replenish the Zn and SO4

2- washed away during the
previous test.

The solid line represents the locus of a pure ZnSO4 solution on the Zn-S plot. Comparison of the
solid line with the line defined by the data points shows that about 30% of the S in the solution
exists as counter-ions to dissolved Zn2+, and the remaining 70% mainly as counter-ions to Mg2+,
Fe2+, Al3+, and Ca2-. The addition of different tracers in R1, R2 and R3 did not produce noticeable
shifts in conductivity, this is understandable since the concentrations of the tracers added were only
small fractions of the total electrolyte concentrations in the drainage solutions.
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Column 2

For C2, two straight lines are defined by the experimental data points on the Zn-S plot: R1 and R2
follow one line; R3 and R4 follow another. The most likely reason for the difference between the
slopes of the R1-R2 trend and the R3-R4 trend is the long delay between R2 and R3 (Table 3-2):
the delays between R1, R2, R3, R4 are 2, 76, and 5 days, respectively. The 76 days of delay
between R2 and R3 gave the rock mass, after the particle surfaces were washed clean, sufficient
time to oxidise. When the re-oxidised rock was washed again in R3, much higher Zn concentrations
resulted. The smaller slope for R3-R4 data means that dissolved ZnSO4 accounts for a smaller
percentage of the total dissolved SO4

2- in the R3-R4 drainage solutions than in the R1-R2 drainage
solutions. This can be explained if we assume the ratio of (sphalerite oxidised)/(pyrite oxidised) was
smaller during the 76 days of oxidation between R2 and R3 than the total cumulative oxidation prior
to R1. The ground for this assumption is that in the field preferential oxidation of sphalerite was
likely to have occurred. This preferential depletion of sphalerite would have reduced the
sphalerite/pyrite ratio in the rock mass, hence later oxidation such as that which took place between
R2 and R3 would produce more FeSO4 and less ZnSO4, or a smaller ratio of (sphalerite oxi-
dised)/(pyrite oxidised).

Now that the change in slope from R1-R2 to R3-R4 is explained, what is responsible for the large
increases in Zn concentrations from R1-R2 to R3-R4? The increase in the rock bed thickness from
1.0 to 1.5 m from R2 to R3 may explain some of the increases. This, however, cannot be the main
reason, since when the bed was increased from 0.5 to 1.0 m from R1 to R2, the drainage Zn con-
centrations did not show noticeable elevation. In addition, the deviation of the R3-R4 slope from
the R1-R2 slope suggests that the dissolved SO4

2- salts in the R3-R4 drainage originated more
likely from the new oxidation products in the lower 1.0 m rock bed than the old, accumulated
oxidation products that prevails in the upper 0.5 m rock bed. This leads to the hypothesis that the
76 days of new oxidation resulted in a higher Zn concentration in the drainage than all the previous
accumulated oxidation combined. Considering that the new oxidation took place at a lower ratio
of (sphalerite oxidised)/(pyrite oxidised), to produce this higher Zn concentration, much more pyrite
would have to be oxidised, causing much higher Fe concentrations than previously observed in R1-
R2 drainage. Also, since the oxidation of sphalerite does not produce acid whereas the oxidation
of pyrite does (reactions below), the new oxidation would yield lower pH in the R3-R4 drainage
than in the R1-R2 drainage. This is indeed observed. In Section 3.2.5  , it is shown that the dis-
solved Fe is roughly two orders of magnitude higher, and the pH is significantly lower in the R3-R4
drainage than in the R1-R2 drainage (Figure 3-2). Nevertheless, as will be shown in Figure 3-1,
the change in the slope of the Zn-S trend line, on a broader scale, is not very large and falls within
the normal variations exhibited by the three columns.

ZnS + 2O2 = Zn2+ + SO4
2-

FeS2 + 3.5O2 + H2O = Zn2+ + 2SO4
2- + 2H2+

Column 3

For C3, water was applied at one central location on the sample bed surface, in contrast with the
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simulated rain application for C1 and C2. The sample bed thickness increased from 0.5 to 1.0 to
1.5 m from R1 to R2 to R3, as opposed to one sample bed thickness of 1.5 m in all three runs for
C1. Despite these differences, the Zn-S responses are similar to those of C1, that is, a good linear
correlation exists between Zn and S. The number of data points for C3 is much less than that for
C1 and C2 because of the reduced number of drainage ports.

Again, the S in the SO4
2- anions counter-balancing the Zn2+ cations accounts for approximately

30% of the S. The time intervals between R1, R2 and R2, R3 are 14 and 2 days, respectively. As
a result of the 14 days of delay between R1 and R2, some limited pH lowering and Zn rise are
observed in R2-R3 when compared with R1, but the delay was not long enough to cause notice-
able elevation of Fe (Figure 3-2, Figure 3-2). Refer to the discussion under Column 2 above for
explanation of these phenomena.

3.2.4  Concentration-Controlling Mechanism Inferred from Zn-S Correlation

The correlation between dissolved Zn and S in the drainage solutions for all ten experimental runs
is illustrated in Figure 3-1. The data points can be contained in a triangle 0AC with its apex situated
at the origin. A straight line 0B can be fitted to the data which defines an average fixed Zn/S ratio.
This fixed ratio means that dissolved ZnSO4 accounts for a constant percentage of the dissolved
SO4

2-. Recall that the ten runs varied widely in experimental conditions, including sample bed height,
simulated rain intensity and duration, pattern of water application, and so on. Also note that the Zn
and S concentrations varied widely, from zero to about 16 000 mg/L Zn and 27 000 mg/L S. Now
the question to ask is this: does this approximately constant Zn/S ratio delineate some underlying
geochemical process?

The answer is probably yes, and one possibility of such an underlying process is successive dilutions
and mixing of diluted solutions. To show that dilutions and mixing of dilutions can produce this linear
relationship, two prerequisites are necessary: First, within the concentration range considered,
dissolved Zn and S are not subjected to mineral solubility control, that is, no Zn or S is chemically
precipitated from a solution when it is diluted. This is satisfied, as explained in Section 3.2.2  .
Second, successive dilutions and mixing of various dilutions of an original solution must maintain a
constant Zn/S ratio (for the proof of this point see APPENDIX VIII).

Graphically, the dilution of a solution with pure water corresponds to a movement of the point
representing the undiluted solution towards the origin along the straight line defined by that point and
the origin. For example, dilution of the solution represented by point B will produce a new solution
that can be represented by a point on the straight line 0B, with the exact location of the point de-
termined by the magnitude of the dilution factor. Mixing of two solutions with the same Zn/S ratio
(whose representative points must necessarily fall on a straight line radiating form the origin) pro-
duces a new solution represented by a point on the line segment connecting the two points repre-
senting the two original solutions. Similarly, mixing of two solutions with different Zn/S ratios gener-
ates a new solution which can be represented by a point on the line segment connecting the two
points representing the two mixing solutions, the only difference being that this time the extension
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of the line segment do not pass the origin. It then follows that using two solutions represented by
two arbitrary points P and Q on the Zn-S plot, the solution composition corresponding to any
arbitrary point X within the triangle 0PQ can be recreated by dilutions and/or mixing.

It can be postulated that all the solutions represented by the points in the data triangle 0AC in
Figure 3-1 are created by dilutions and/or intermixing of a set of solution compositions represented
by points within the circle R. For simplicity, we can regard all observed solution compositions as
a result of dilutions of one composition, situated at point D (not shown in Figure 3-1) on the line 0B
and beyond point B, and treat the scatter above and below line 0B as random variations. Clearly,
point D represents the original pore water Zn and S concentrations.

To show that the observed Zn and S concentrations resulted entirely from dilutions of one solution
composition representing the original pore water, another possibility which may give rise to the
observed linear trend shown in Figure 3-1 must be ruled out: the dissolution of solid zinc sulphate
minerals (such as goslarite ZnSO4⋅7H2O) at a constant Zn/S ratio.

The -2 inch fraction of the waste rock has a moisture of about 6%. The soluble sulphate storage
in the waste rock determined in the column dissolution tests is 6.15 kg SO4

2-/t of waste rock (Li,
1999), mainly in the form of Zn, Fe, Al, and Mn sulphates. Assuming 30% of the soluble sulphate
stored is in the form of ZnSO4 (this is an experimental average represented by line 0B), then there
would be 3.10 kg ZnSO4/t of rock. Calculations using these data give 51.6 g/L ZnSO4 in the pore
water. This is about one order of magnitude less than the solubility of ZnSO4 (419 and 544 g/kg
of water at 0 and 25 °C, respectively, Perry and Green, 1997). Therefore, all the stored ZnSO4

is accommodated in the pore water and not in zinc sulphate minerals.

The pore water Zn concentration corresponding to 51.6 g/L ZnSO4 is roughly 21 g/L. Extending
line 0B passing point B to a Zn concentration of 21000 mg/L gives a corresponding S concentra-
tions of 39 000 mg/L. The point representing Zn=21000 mg/L and S=39 000 mg/L is point D - the
Zn and S composition of the original pore water. The highest S concentration observed in all runs
is about 28 000 mg/L, 1.4 times smaller than the S concentration at point D.

“Original pore water” refers to the pore water associated with the waste rock before the simulated
rain experiment began. Thus the solute concentrations in the original pore water are a reflection of
the history of the waste rock. Once rinsed, the original pore water is diluted and the pore water in
the waste rock can no longer be called original.
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The above calculations are approximate because (1) the rock samples used in the large column
tests are not exactly the same as that used in the column dissolution tests, (2) the moisture content
of 6% used may not be sufficiently accurate. In fact, intuitively one would expect that the highest
observed Zn and S concentrations correspond to the original pore water concentrations. If this
were the case, the original pore water concentrations would correspond to point B at 28 000 mg/L
S and 16 000 mg/L Zn. It is believed that these concentrations better represent the original pore
water S and Zn concentrations and thus will be used in later analysis. In any event, point D and
point B differ only by a factor of 1.4, which is not very large.

3.2.5  Correlation among Zn, Fe, S, pH, and Flow Rate

Figure 3-1 plots dissolved Zn and Fe against flow rate and pH for the ten individual test runs.
Figure 3-2 plots dissolved S, Zn and Fe against pH and dissolved S, Zn, Fe, pH against flow rate.

Lack of Relationship between Dissolved Zn, Fe, S, pH and Flow Rate

Both graphs show a lack of relationship between dissolved elements Zn, Fe, S and flow rate, as
well as a lack of relationship between pH and flow rate. This lack of relationship has been docu-
mented in a number of field cases (e.g., Smith et al., 1995, Morin et al., 1994). There is, however,
a downward shift in the S, Zn, and Fe data clusters and upward shift in the pH data clusters from
C1R1 to C1R3, reflecting the dilution of pore water concentrations at the beginning of each run.

This lack of relationship simply means that the flow rate is not a main controlling variable for the
concentrations and the pH of the drainage. However, one must be careful not to take this further
to mean that the concentrations and the pH are not at all related with dilution.
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Relationship between Zn, Fe, S and pH

It appears from Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 that the dissolved Zn, Fe and S are, to a certain extent,
inversely related with the drainage pH, although there is a large degree of scatter in all runs and
columns. However, correlation does not necessarily imply a cause-effect relationship and in the
present case, it does not. One must avoid the mistake of concluding that the Zn, Fe, and S concen-
trations are controlled by the pH. The reasons why these concentrations are not pH-controlled are
as follows:

• Geochemical equilibrium modelling of the drainage solutions reveals no Zn, Fe, or S-containing
mineral phases that would limit the concentrations of these elements (Sections 3.2.1  and 3.2.2
 ).

• At any given pH, there is a wide variation of dissolved Zn, Fe, or S. By definition, for a truly
pH-controlled concentration, the variation at a given pH should be quite narrow, comparable
in magnitude to the uncertainties in measurement and analysis.

• There is no ground to believe that dissolved S is subject to pH control, yet it varies in a fashion
similar to that of Zn and Fe. This suggests an alternative control on these concentrations other
than the pH.

Since the concentrations are not pH-controlled but are somewhat related to pH, there must be a
third variable that underlies the apparent correlation. As it turns out, this third variable appears to
be the dilution factor, as explained in Section 3.2.4  . More discussions based on the S-, Zn-, and
Fe-pH relationships (Figure 3-2) for Column 1 follow.

3.2.6  Concentration-Controlling Mechanisms Inferred from S, Zn, Fe-pH Relationships

In Section 3.2.4  it was shown that the Zn-S correlation observed for all the test runs is consistent
with the hypothesis that all the drainage solutions resulted from successive dilutions and/or intermix-
ing of various-stage dilutions of the original pore water. Now let us examine whether this dilution
hypothesis is consistent with the S-, Zn-, and Fe-pH relationships observed for C1.

On the graphs for C1 in Figure 3-2 (page 51), three curves are drawn: the upper (dashed), the
middle (solid), and the lower (dotted) curve. These curves are drawn using data created by com-
puter modelling (PHREEQC) of dilutions of typical pore water compositions, with details given
below:

• The pore water S and Zn concentrations used are those determined in Section 3.2.4  : 28 000
mg/L S and 16 000 mg/L Zn. The pore water Fe concentration is estimated to be 2000 mg/L
from the Fe-pH graph for C1 in Figure 3-2. The starting point on the upper left corner of each
curve corresponds to a dilution factor of 1 (i.e., no dilution) and the end point on the lower right
corner of each curve corresponds to a dilution factor of 0.2 (i.e. five times dilution).
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• The three starting points differ only slightly in pH and Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio: dashed curve - pH=2.30,
Fe2+/Fe3+=39; solid curve: pH=2.25, Fe2+/Fe3+=19; dotted curve: pH=2.20, Fe2+/Fe3+=5.7.
The range of the Fe2+/Fe3+ ratios used, 39 to 5.7, corresponds to an equilibrated pe value
range of 9.70 to 10.47, or an Eh range of 550 to 599 mV, which agree well with the limited
number of Eh measurements.

• To create data for each curve, the starting solution composition (i.e., S, Zn, Fe, Fe2+/Fe3+ ratio
and pH; other elements were ignored) is diluted by mixing with water in 20 equal steps covering
the dilution factor range from 1 to 0.2. At each step the solution is equilibrated under the con-
straints imposed by mass balances. The concentrations of S, Zn, Fe and pH, pe are determined
by the equilibrium. The mineral goethite FeOOH is allowed to precipitate when saturation is
achieved. The system is also brought to equilibrium with atmospheric carbon dioxide at 10-3.5

atm partial pressure.

• During the simulations, small percentages of Fe were precipitated as FeOOH, but no Zn-
containing minerals (hydroxides, carbonates, sulphates, or mixed salts) nor sulphate-containing
minerals reached saturation.

Figure 3-2 shows that the observed trends in the S-, Zn-, and Fe-pH relationships are in agreement
with the three curves constructed based on the dilution of pore water. The observed data trends
in the S-pH, Zn-pH, and Fe-pH plots can fully be explained by dilutions of varying degrees of the
original pore water, with the pH regulated by hydrolysis of cations (Fe3+, Fe2+, and Zn2+) and
precipitation of goethite, FeOOH. The observed scatter can be explained by small variations of
redox conditions. The agreement between the modelling results and the observed data lends further
support to the dilution hypothesis first introduced in Section 3.2.4  from analysis of the Zn-S corre-
lation. This dilution hypothesis is now stated as follows:

In the large column tests, the observed S, Zn, Fe concentrations and the pH of the
drainage solutions result from dilution of the original pore water, subject to equilib-
rium with redox reactions and goethite precipitation which are themselves caused
by the dilution process.

The foregoing analysis has basically established geochemical links among four groups of variables:

1. Pore water chemistry including analytical concentrations, pH, and Eh

2. Average dilution factor or dilution factor distribution
3. Dilution-controlled concentrations (S, Zn, Fe) in drainage and pH of drainage
4. Solubility-controlled concentrations (Ca, Pb, Al) in drainage

These relationships are used in this study to probe the internal flow structure and solute transport
phenomena within the waste rock sample bed. The pore water chemistry was inferred from meas-
urements. The pH and analytical concentrations of S, Zn, and Fe were measured for each separate
drainage issuing from one of the 37 drainage ports. A dilution factor is therefore obtained for each
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drainage port as a function of time. The dilution factor information is then integrated with other
measurements such as port flow rates to uncover some of the internal hydrological and geochemical
processes within the waste rock, including the phenomenon of channelling.

The dilution hypothesis does not rule out the existence of other geochemical processes influencing
the drainage zinc concentration such as adsorption/desorption, coprecipitation, ion exchange, etc.,
but it does point out that dilution and mixing of infiltrating water with pore water is by far the domi-
nant process regulating zinc concentration.

The dilution model also leads one to ask whether the zinc contained in the waste rock can be
“rinsed out ” efficiently by application of water to the top of a pile. This question cannot be an-
swered within the dilution hypothesis itself since it does not deal with the internal flow structure
within the rock. The conceptual flow model proposed in Chapter 4.0  is relevant to this question.
In addition, research conducted by NTC and others (Catalan and Li, 1999; Catalan et al., 1998,
Li et al., 1995, Dixon, 1993) examined rinsing of acid-leached and cyanide-leached ores. A brief
summary of the information contained in these sources is as follows. Essentially, the pore water
associated with the waste rock can be considered to exist in two types: the first type is that located
on flow routes which can exchange solute mass with infiltrating water by direct mixing, and the
second type is that located outside but connected to flow routes which exchanges solute mass with
the flowing water predominantly through diffusion. If a continuous fresh water rinsing is applied to
the waste rock, the majority of the pore water zinc, perhaps 80-90%, will be washed out in a short
period. This would be achieved mainly by convective transport of the zinc in the first-type of pore
water and by the initial diffusive transport of zinc in the second-type of pore water, which is at a
high rate due to the large concentration gradient between the infiltrating water and the pore water.
Past this initial rinsing phase, the remaining 10-20% solute would be released slowly, relying mainly
on the diffusive mass transfer of dissolved zinc from the second-type of pore water. The zinc con-
centration in the rinse effluent could experience a fast decrease in the initial stage resembling an
exponential decay, but would soon stabilise at a quasi-steady-state value that is largely dependent
on the rinse water application rate. This quasi-steady state would last a long time, generating a rinse
effluent of low zinc concentration. In our experience with the Mine Gaspé (Noranda) pilot test
(Catalan and Li, 1999), the stabilised concentration (dissolved copper in this case) was around 20
mg/L. On the basis of this analysis, the answer to the question raised at the beginning of this para-
graph would be yes if the objective is to recover the majority of the dissolved zinc stored in the
waste rock and no if the objective is to decommission the waste rock by a quick rinse so that the
drainage is suitable for direct discharge to the environment (even if further sulphide oxidation is
assumed not to take place).

The relationship among the four groups of variables may apply to other rocks that are similar to the
one studied. The “similarity” of behaviour among different rocks is a topic of discussion in Chapter
4.0  . Unfortunately, it is generally impossible to use the relationships to predict water quality from
waste rock piles, because the second group of variables are usually not known and, at our present
level of understanding of flows within waste rock piles, cannot be reliably predicted or estimated.
Finding out how the dilution factor is controlled by variables such as rock height, grain size make-
up, precipitation characteristics, etc. can be a subject of further research.
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3.2.7  Summary

The discussion of drainage geochemistry focused on mechanisms regulating dissolved concentra-
tions of metals and sulphate. Experimental data analysis suggests that the concentrations of Ca, Pb,
and Al are solubility-controlled by precipitation of gypsum, anglesite, and jurbanite, respectively.
No solubility control is found for the concentrations of Zn, Fe, and S, although geothite is among
the precipitated phases. Experimental data support a dilution hypothesis, which states that the
concentrations of Zn, Fe, S and the pH observed in the drainage are a result of successive dilutions
and/or intermixing of various-stage dilutions of the original pore water, subject to equilibrium with
redox reactions and goethite precipitation caused by the dilution process.

3.3  DRAINAGE HYDROLOGY

Natural precipitation-derived infiltration flows in mine waste rock piles are unsaturated and hetero-
geneous. Because of the wide grain size range, waste rock usually cannot be treated as simple
porous media as described by Darcy's law or Richards’ equation. The flow structure within waste
rock piles is complex and poorly understood.

The most profound feature of flows in waste rock is the potential for channelling (synonymously,
preferential flows). Channelling can be defined as the existence of regions in a waste rock pile
where the volumetric flux of water across the horizontal plane far exceeds the average volumetric
flux for the entire pile. Volumetric flux is the flow rate per unit cross-sectional area measured in m3⋅s-

1⋅m-2 in the SI system, thus it has the dimension of [L][T-1], and is analogous to the specific dis-
charge for a porous media.

Channelling affects many physical and chemical processes taking place within a waste rock pile. It
affects, for example, the rate at which water is conducted, the residence time distribution of the
water issuing at the toe of the pile, the amount of rock surfaces flushed, and the rate at which con-
taminant is transported out of the pile.

3.3.1  Experimental Observations of Channelling

Studying channelling phenomena was one of the major objectives for this study and thus a basic
design consideration for all 10 experimental runs. The methodology for the large column experi-
ments is described in Chapter 2.0  and the experimental conditions are condensed in Table 2-1,
Table 3-1, and Table 3-2. In Figure 3-1, the bottom drainage partition pattern is illustrated on the
first page, which is followed by eight pages of three-dimensional column graphs depicting the flow
rate evolution for each drainage partition for all 10 experimental runs. The flow rate (vertical) scale
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is made identical on each page (one page represents one run except the last page) so that the
heights of the columns can be directly compared for each run.

In these column graphs, the flow rates are time-averaged (over the intervals), not instantaneous.
Since the areas of the drainage partitions are approximately equal, the flow rate in each partition
is directly proportional to the average (not point) volumetric flux on that partition. Abnormally tall
columns represent flow channels. If we suppose that flow channels were sparingly spaced, each
drainage partition would encounter no more than one channel. Furthermore, if we assume that
channels were small in horizontal cross-sectional area, one channel would normally not encroach
more than one drainage partition. Under these assumptions, the number of tall bars approximately
represents the number of flow channels.
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Examination of Figure 3-1 reveals the following qualitative observations:

• Channelling is ubiquitous and occurs in all experimental runs.

• There is no apparent pattern in the locations of channels; the locations of channel occurrences
can be considered random.

• The total area of the partitions containing large channel flows represent a small percentage of
the total area of the rock bed base.

• Channelling is much more pronounced in earlier stages than in later stages of flow for all runs.
In later stages flows tend to become homogenised. This agrees with the intuition that channels
conduct water rapidly and dry up quickly once the surface water application stops.

• For the same sample bed, channels persist (i.e., do not change location) from run to run (C1R1,
C1R2, C1R3), even when simulated rain intensity was halved (from C1R2 to C1R3).

• When the intensity of the simulated rain was reduced by 50% from C1R2 to C1R3, the channel
locations, relative flow rates, and duration of channel flows remains approximately constant.
The main change is in the absolute flow rates, which are reduced roughly by 50%.

• The channel locations, relative flow rates, and duration of channel flows changed dramatically
when the rock sample bed thickness was increased. This is evident for both C2, in which simu-
lated rain was applied at the surface, and C3, in which water was applied at a central location
at the surface.

• It appears that higher proportions of the total flow are conducted by fewer channels at a lower
initial moisture content than at a higher initial moisture content. That is to say, channelling effects
are more pronounced in a dry rock mass than in a wet rock mass. This is revealed by compar-
ing C1R1 (lower initial moisture) with C1R2 (higher initial moisture), C2R1 (lower initial mois-
ture) with C2R2 (higher initial moisture), and C2R3 (lower initial moisture) with C2R4 (higher
initial moisture). This observation can be understood intuitively: for the same intensity and dura-
tion of precipitation, with a dry rock mass, in non-channelling regions, much of the water goes
to replenish the moisture and does not yet have a chance to initiate flow before the rain is
stopped. As a result the flow is mainly carried by channels. For a wet rock mass, flows in non-
channelling regions are initiated sooner after the rain starts, because the pore water moisture
content in these regions is already near the field retention capacity. As a result, more of the total
flow is conducted by non-channelling regions of the rock mass, leading to a less pronounced
channelling phenomenon.

• For the same sample bed thickness and the same rain intensity, drainage starts to flow sooner
if the initial moisture is higher than if it is lower. This can be seen in the column hydrographs in
APPENDIX II, by comparing C1R1 (lower initial moisture) with C1R2 (higher initial moisture),
and by comparing C2R3 (lower initial moisture) with C2R4 (higher initial moisture). Again, this
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agrees with intuition because for drier rock mass more water is needed to recharge the moisture
to the field retention capacity.

Clearly, channelling is influenced by many variables in a complex way.

3.3.2  Channel Stability and Internal Channel Stability

Channel stability refers to the ability of the largest channels (as identified by their drainage ports)
to persist from one run to another when environmental conditions change. Internal channel stabil-
ity refers to the ability of the largest channels to maintain their ranks during a single drainage event.
Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 are created to facilitate discussion of channel stability.

The eight largest channel flows (among 37 flows) are selected for plotting. The flow rate rank order
of a channel is determined for every time interval, with rank order 1 representing the highest flow
rate. The rank orders are then plotted against the time interval in Figure 3-1. The overall rank order
(i.e., for the “all” category, far right on the horizontal axis of each graph) is determined using the
total flow for the entire run. The eight largest channels are selected according to this “overall rank
order”.

Figure 3-2 plots the number and percentage of identical channels against rank order numbers for
selected pairs of experimental runs. The rank numbers used for the x-axis are the “overall” rank
orders. A data point (n, m) on the upper graph indicates that, between the two runs which are being
compared for their respective m largest channels, n channels are identical. For the lower graph, the
quantity (n/m x100%) instead of n is used for the y-axis. To clarify, take the comparison between
runs C1R1 and C1R2 (square symbols) as an example. From Figure 3-1, the eight largest channels
in C1R1 are P34, P30, P36, P35, P33, P10, P2, and P28, whereas the eight largest channels in
C1R2 are P34, P30, P15, P35, P33, P10, P36, and P37. Among these two groups there are six
identical channels (P34, P30, P36, P35, P33, P10). The result of this comparison is plotted on the
upper graph as point (6, 8) and on the lower graph as (75%, 8), where 75% is obtained from 6/8
x 100%. The line designated as “perfect” in the upper graph corresponds to the case where the
ranks of the large channels remain unchanged between the two runs compared: the largest, the
second largest, the third largest, … flow channels for one run is, respectively, also the largest, the
second largest, the third largest, … flow channels for the other run. In Figure 3-2, the closer a line
is to the “perfect” line (upper graph) or 100% (lower line), the higher the channel stability between
the two runs compared.
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Effects of Rock Bed Height on Channel Stability

Such effects are revealed by comparisons among C2R1 (0.5-m bed), C2R2 (1.0-m bed), and
C2R3 (1.5-m bed). Increasing sample bed thickness has a major effect. In Figure 3-2, this is re-
flected by the large deviations of the data points from the “perfect line” in the upper graph or from
100% in the lower graph. For example, Figure 3-2 shows that only one of the four (25%) highest-
flow channels in C2R1 remained in the top four channels in C2R2. The two biggest flow channels
in C2R2 - P25 and P7 - were newly created; they ranked 29th and 14th, respectively, in C2R1, and
thus were insignificant in terms of channelling. Channel stability is even worse from C2R2 to C2R3
than from C2R1 to C2R2 (Figure 3-2, the lowest line): in C2R3 the top three channels were all
newly-created, and only 50% of the top eight channels in C2R2 remained in the top eight in C2R3.

The lack of channel stability when rock bed thickness is increased is likely a result of blocking
major old channels and creating major new channels. In other words, channels are unstable when
new rock is added on top of an existing rock pile.

Another effect of increasing rock bed height seems to be that it smoothes out the variation in the
rank orders of the most important channels at different times of the same run. That is, increasing the
rock bed height has the effect of increasing the internal channel stability. This is seen by compar-
ing C2R1, C2R2 and C2R3 in Figure 3-1.

Effects of Initial Moisture on Channel Stability

Such effects are revealed by comparisons between C1R1and C1R2 and between C2R3 and
C2R4. Figure 3-2 shows that the two curves (open square and dot symbols) are not far from the
“perfect” line (upper graph) or 100% (lower graph), indicating that the effects of initial moisture on
channel stability are small - certainly much smaller than the effects of rock bed height. Figure 3-1
indicates that higher initial moisture tends to increase the internal stability of the large channels.

Effects of Rain Duration on Channel Stability

It can probably be inferred that the effects of a longer rain duration applied to a rock mass with a
lower initial moisture are similar to the effects of a shorter rain duration applied to a rock mass with
a higher initial moisture. This is because a certain amount of the rain is used to replenish the moisture
in the rock. If this inference is correct, the effects of longer rain duration versus a shorter one on the
channel stability would have been small. Longer rain would also increase the internal channel stabil-
ity.

Effects of Rain Intensity on Channel Stability

Comparison of C1R2 with C1R3 reveals that the effects of reducing the simulated rain intensity on
channel stability are quite small. Figure 3-2 shows that the line representing C1R2 versus C1R3 is
very close to the “perfect” line. Figure 3-1 suggests that reducing the rain intensity tends to decrease
the internal channel stability within a drainage event.
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Column to Column Variations in Channel Stability

The differences between C1 and C2 are analogous to the differences between different regions of
a waste rock pile in the field. Comparisons between C1 runs and C2 runs indicate the following:

• The responses to changes in conditions such as rock bed height, initial moisture content, rain
duration, and rain intensity are similar.

• Channel stability is higher in C1 than in C2.
• The internal channel stability is consistent for different runs of the same column, but is much

higher in C1 runs than in C2 runs.

Flow per Unit Mass and Internal Channel Stability

A common observation derived from the above discussion seems be this: the greater the flow of
water conducted per unit rock mass, the greater the internal channel stability. The flow conducted
per unit rock mass can be increased via various avenues: increases in rain duration, rain intensity,
or initial moisture, and decreases in rock bed height. Internal channel stability is important in the
consideration of solute transport, which will be discussed later.

3.3.3  Flows Conducted by Channels

During a drainage event, how much water is conducted by channels, and how much water is con-
ducted by non-channel regions? The answers to these questions would provide important clues as
to how fast rain infiltration flows through a waste rock pile and, more importantly, how much con-
taminants are transported out of the waste structure during the event.

Total Column Flows

The discharge flow rate of a column (or a rock mass) varies with time during a drainage event. A
graph plotting the column discharge flow rate against time is called a column discharge hydrograph.
The integration of the hydrograph curve equals the total volume of discharge. The column discharge
hydrographs for the ten experimental runs are presented in APPENDIX II.

A typical drainage hydrograph normally consists of a rising limb, followed by a falling limb, and
ending with a long tail, as illustrated by column discharge hydrographs of C2R1, C2R2, and C2R4
in APPENDIX II.

A drainage hydrograph is preferably constructed from “instantaneous” flow rates - flow rates that
are measured in very short time intervals. The hydrographs in APPENDIX II, however, are created
using average flow rates, measured over intervals spanning 30 minutes to a couple of hours.  They
should be considered as approximate hydrographs. The use of these time-averaged flow rates
makes it impossible to accurately define the initial rising limb (especially when the rising limb has a
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steep slope) and the ending tail. This is why the hydrographs of C1R1,C1R2, C1R3, C3R1, C3R2,
and C3R3 do not show their rising limbs. In addition, the positions of the tails in all the hydrographs
are very rough, since the last data point of each hydrograph is an average over a long time period.

The special shape of the C2R3 hydrograph is caused by a discontinuity in the simulated rain. The
second simulated rain application was not planned, but was added at the time when the experiment
was conducted because the originally-planned simulated rain duration was found insufficient to
cause the required drainage flow.

Channel Flows

Figure 3-1 plots the individual port flow as a percentage of the whole-column flow for a given time
interval. On the x-axis, the drainage port numbers are arranged in the order of decreasing overall
flow rate. The inset shows the whole-column hydrograph for the run plotted. Figure 3-2 shows how
the flow in each of the eight largest channels vary with time. In Figure 3-2, for any given time inter-
val, the individual port flows on the vertical scale are expressed as a percentage of the whole-
column flow for that time interval. The column hydrographs (using the right scale) are also depicted
for comparison.

If the infiltration flows were distributed homogeneously on the plane of the base of the rock bed,
at any moment or through any time interval during a drainage event, each drainage port would
receive approximately 1/37 (37 being the number of drainage ports), or 2.7%, of the total flow
crossing the base plane. Ports receiving flows much higher than 2.7% of the total flow are inter-
cepting flow channels.

Figure 3-1 shows that there are two major channels in C1R1 to C1R3, corresponding to P34 and
P30, that conduct more than 10% of the total flow for at least one time interval. There are seven
or eight channels that conduct more than 5% of the total flow for at least one time interval. On the
other hand, there are about ten drainage ports that conduct virtually no flow. If the eight channels
of which each conducts more than 5% of the total flow for at least one time interval are considered
to represent the majority of the channel flows, they would represent 8/37=21.6% of the rock bed
base area.

Figure 3-2 shows that the flows in the eight largest channels as percentages of the whole-column
interval flows change with time during a drainage event. The largest channel, corresponding to P34,
is outstanding in that it carries a much higher percentage of the whole-column flow than each of the
remaining channels for all time intervals.
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With the exception of the largest channel (P34), the channelling effects are most pronounced at the
beginning of the drainage event and diminish with the progress of the drainage event. For P34, the
flow seems to be positively correlated with the whole-column flow except the initial data point at
the 30 min interval.

In Figure 3-3, the three experimental runs of C1 are compared. The horizontal axis, drainage port
rank number, increases with decreasing channel size. The vertical axis, % of total flow, is the indi-
vidual port flow during the experimental run calculated as a percentage of the whole-column drain-
age flow for the same duration.

Figure 3-3 shows that the largest difference among the three runs is exhibited by the largest channel
(rank number 1): approximately from 19 to 27%. The difference between R1 and R2 is slightly
smaller than that between R2 and R3. Recall that R1 and R2 differ in initial moisture whereas R2
and R3 differ in simulated rain intensity. It appears that the effects of rain intensity on the largest
channel flow is slightly more pronounced that those of initial moisture.

The experimental observations from the three runs conducted on C1 are summarised as follows:

• One large outstanding channel representing a very small percentage (~3.7%) of the total base
drainage area conducts a significant percentage (~19 to 27%) of the whole-column drainage
flow, and it remains active throughout the drainage event. The flow conducted by this channel
appears to correlate positively with the whole-column flow (i.e., the hydrograph) over time.

• Several intermediate channels representing ~20% of the total base drainage area carry ap-
proximately 40% of the whole-column drainage flow. The channelling effects of these channels
appear to diminish as the drainage event progresses.

• About 50% of all the drainage ports carry the remaining 30-40% of the total flow. This can
probably be described as “background flows” or “matrix flows”.

• About 30% of all the drainage ports conduct virtually no flow.

• The channelling effects are influenced by changes in experimental variables such as rock bed
thickness, initial moisture content, and simulated rain intensity.
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3.3.4  Areas Conducting Channelled Flows

In Figure 3-1, cumulative percentages of flows (relative to the whole-column flow for a given time
interval) is plotted against the cumulative percentages of the rock bed base drainage area (relative
to the total base drainage area) receiving these flows. The drainage ports have been sorted from
the largest to the smallest flow. The straight line labelled as “uniform” corresponds to an ideal,
homogeneous flow where the % total cumulative flow is equal to the % cumulative drainage area
receiving this flow. To illustrate, for C1R1 in the time interval of 30 to 60 min (empty square sym-
bol, top graph), 20% of the bottom drainage area received 77% of the whole-column flow col-
lected in this time interval. Note that this 20% of the base drainage area is not a random 20%, but
one intercepting the largest channel flows. The closer an experimental curve is to the “uniform”
curve, the more homogeneous is the flow regime, and thus the less channelling effects there are.

Examination of Figure 3-1 reveals the following:

• All runs start with highly heterogeneous flows (with strong channelling) and tend towards homo-
geneous flows. But homogeneous flows are never attained.

• The percentage of the whole-column flow carried by the eight largest channels (representing
~22% of the base drainage area) change from one interval to another, from one run to another,
and from one column to another. For C1 and C2, they range from 70 to 90% for the early
stages of the drainage events.

• For C1 and C2 where simulated rain was applied, 20-50% of the total base drainage area does
not conduct any flow during the early stages of the drainage events.

• For C3 where feed water is applied at one central location on the rock bed surface, 20-60%
of the base drainage area does not conduct flow.

It is worth pointing out that the above interpretations are based on the assumption that each channel
occupies the same area as the drainage partition that intercepts it. Realistically, the cross-sectional
area of a channel is probably much smaller than the area of the partition intercepting the channel.
If this is taken into consideration, the percentages of flows would be conducted by much smaller
percentages of the base drainage area than shown in Figure 3-1. This would shift all the curves
towards the left and make their initial slopes steeper. Unfortunately, a more accurate channelling
analysis such as this is impossible due to the limitations imposed by the fixed resolution of the base
partitions.

For a real waste rock pile in the field, because rain is intermittent instead of continuous and because
rain intensity changes instead of being constant, there is little chance for field seepage to approach
uniform flow. For a typical waste rock pile, highly heterogeneous channelled flows would be the
dominant mode of infiltration flow in the interior of the pile during and following rainstorms.
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3.3.5  Summary

The large column experiments have demonstrated that channelling is an ubiquitous phenomena in
the waste rock studied. Large channels representing a very small fraction (< 5%) of the total drain-
age area at the base of the rock mass conduct a significant fraction (~ 20-30%) of the total drain-
age flow. Intermediate channels account for ~20% of the drainage area carry ~ 40% of the total
flow. About 50% of the drainage area has background or matrix flows and carry 30-40% of the
total flow. About 30% of the column base area does not intercept any flow. Channelling is more
pronounced in the earlier stages of drainage events. During a drainage event, the drainage flows are
highly heterogeneous at the rock bed base at the beginning of the drainage event, but they tend
towards more homogeneous flows as the drainage process progresses.

Channel stability is the persistence of large channels when conditions change. Internal channel sta-
bility is the ability of large channels to maintain their ranks during a drainage event.

The experimental observations on the effects of several rock bed variables and simulated rain vari-
ables are summarised in Table 3-1.

Table 3-4 Observed Effects of Several Variables on Channelling Phenomena

Variable Observed Effects
Rock bed height • Addition of new material on existing rock bed changes channel loca-

tions, perhaps by blocking old channels.
• Channel stability is lost when rock bed height changes.
• Thicker rock bed has higher internal channel stability.
• Greater bed height/thickness tends to lead to more uniform flow

distribution.
Initial moisture • Higher initial moisture in the rock mass means shorter drainage arrival

time at the base.
• Effects of higher initial moisture are similar to those of longer rain

duration.
• Effects of initial moisture on channel stability are small.
• Higher initial moisture increases internal channel stability.

Simulated rain dura-
tion

• Effects of longer rain duration are similar to those of higher initial
moisture.

• Effects of rain duration are small on channel stability.
• Longer rain duration increases internal channel stability.

Intensity of simu-
lated rain

• Effects of rain intensity are small on channel stability.
• Higher rain intensity increases internal channel stability.
• Lower rain intensity causes smaller drainage flow rates in the same

channels.
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3.4  DRAINAGE SOLUTE TRANSPORT

3.4.1  Inferences from Zn Mass Balance

Zinc mass balance has been calculated for the three runs of C1 using parameter values given previ-
ously (Table 3-1).Treating the column as a single reactor, a hypothetical zinc output has been cal-
culated for each run of C1. Three hypothetical reactor types were used: plug flow reactor, mixed
batch reactor, and continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR). By comparing the measured zinc
outputs with hypothetical zinc outputs, inferences can be made regarding the solute transport phe-
nomena within the waste rock.

Table 3-5 Calculated Zn Mass Balance for Three Runs of C1

C1R1 C1R2 C1R3
Start moisture (%)
Start moist rock weight (kg)
Start water weight (kg)
Start pore water Zn (g/kg)
Start Zn mass (g)

5.70
3700
211
16.0
3376

7.38
3767
278
11.1
3093

7.40
3768
279
9.70
2707

Water input (kg)
Water output (kg)
Zn output (g)

92.5
25.6
283

50.0
48.7
386

36.0
27.0
176

End moisture (%)
End moist rock weight (kg)
End water weight (kg)
End pore water Zn (g/kg)
End Zn mass (g)

7.38
3767
278
11.1
3093

7.40
3768
279
9.70
2707

7.63
3777
288
8.79
2531

% of Zn mass removed
Drainage as % of end water weight
% Zn removed per kg drainage

8.4
9.2
0.33

12.5
17.4
0.26

6.5
9.4
0.24

Notes:
1. Zn mass refers to that of dissolved Zn in pore water.
2. Evaporation is ignored in the mass balance calculation.
3. Pore water Zn concentration is a bulk average except the initial one.

It has been shown in Section 3.2  that Zn in the dissolved drainage comes from the pore water in
the waste rock and there is negligible mineral dissolution involved. Now if we assume that the flow
within the pores of the waste rock mass is via pore water displacement (equivalent to a plug flow
reactor), that is, the original pore water is pushed out by the infiltrating water without mixing or
dispersion, the Zn output from the rock mass would be the product of the drainage volume and the
initial pore water Zn concentration, until all the initial pore water (211 kg) is displaced. Since the
total drainage water amounts only to 101 kg, the Zn output in the drainage can be calculated by this
method, which gives 410 g, 779 g, and 432 g, respectively, for R1, R2 and R3.
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If we assume the column to be a batch reactor, with each run treated as a batch reaction in which
the original pore water and infiltrating water are fully mixed, the Zn outputs can be calculated as the
product of drainage volume and the Zn concentration after through mixing. The results are 285 g,
459 g, and 232 g, respectively.

Finally if we assume the column to be a CSTR to which the infiltrating water is continuously added
and from which the well-mixed solution is continuously discharged, at a steady-state the Zn outputs
can be approximated by the formula









−−= )exp(1
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V
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where V0 and C0 are, respectively, the total volume of water and the Zn concentration of the well-
mixed solution at the time when drainage starts to flow at the base; and Vout is the total volume of
drainage collected in a run. The Zn output calculated with this formula is 297, 495, and 242 g,
respectively.

The various Zn outputs are compared in Figure 3-1. The measured Zn output is far less than that
expected from the pore water displacement mechanism. This rules out pore water displacement as
a possible flow model. This result indicates that most of the original pore water is probably stagnant
during an infiltration event.

The measured Zn loading is also less than that expected for a CSTR or a mixed batch reactor.
What is surprising is that the measured efficiencies of Zn removal come so close to the efficiencies
of a mixed batch reactor (within 76-99% of the measured efficiencies) and the efficiencies of a
CSTR (within 73-95% of the measured efficiencies). Although the waste rock mass cannot be
likened to a fully-mixed batch reactor or a CSTR in terms of conceptual structures, the data never-
theless suggest that, in a practical sense, the leaching of Zn from the waste rock mass can be ap-
proximated by leaching taking place in a well mixed system. This may seem like a paradox, but the
finding is practically important. The implication is that, even if we do not understand the true mecha-
nism, a simple model can be applied to estimate the leaching of dissolved mass from a waste rock
pile that behaves like the large columns. A critical question of course remains: What are the char-
acteristics of a waste rock pile that make it behave as if it were a well mixed system? Some aspects
related to this question will be briefly touched on in Chapter 4.0  .
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Figure 3-14 Comparison of Measured Zn Output with Those for Hypothetical Reactors

3.4.2  Conceptual Flow and Solute Transport Model

In Section 3.2.5  it was shown that there is no simple correlation between flow rates and concen-
trations of dissolved Zn and SO4

2-. Despite the large variations in the flow rates, the Zn and SO4
2-

concentrations stay in a relatively narrow range. For example, In Figure 3-1, the flow rate for C1R1
ranges from 0.2 to 40 g/min/port, a range factor of 200, whereas the Zn concentration is from 6000
to 15000 mg/L, a range factor of only 2.5.

This observation suggests that high-flow channels are not formed at the surface and channels do not
run the entire rock bed depth. In other words, the model shown in case (a) of Figure 3-1 is inap-
propriate. This is because if case (a) were a correct model, the flow in a large channel, having
originated at or near the surface and flowing quickly to the base, would have little chance to mix
with the original pore water. This would cause highly dilute solutions to be discharged in large chan-
nels. As this phenomenon has not been observed in the large column experiments, the model repre-
sented by case (a) must be dismissed.
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Figure 3-15 Possible Configurations of Channel Formation

(a) Single top-to-bottom main channel (b) Dendritic model for formation of rivers and streams (c)
Dendritic-reticulate model for channelled flow in waste rock

To explain the narrow concentration ranges despite wide flow rate variations, one needs to find a
model in which all flows, whether in large channels, small channels, or matrix flows, have sufficient
contact and mixing with the pore water. In search of an proper model, one can make an analogy
to the formation of rivers, as shown in (b) of Figure 3-1. Rivers are formed from branches at tribu-
taries; branches are formed by joining of streams; and streams are formed from collection of over-
land flows and ground water discharges. An adaptation of the river system configuration to the
infiltrating flow within a waste rock mass is show in (c) of Figure 3-1. From its structure, this model
is named a “dendritic-reticulate channelling flow model”.

In this model, there is no large flows originating at the surface. Major channels are formed from
successive amalgamation of smaller flows; each of the smaller flows can trace its origin to surface
infiltration from precipitation. Every pocket of water ultimately appearing in major flow channels has
had plenty of contacts with the original pore water before it joins a main channel. As a result, the
Zn and S concentrations in large flow channels do not differ appreciably from those in small chan-
nels or matrix flows. In this model, the Zn and S concentrations of an infinitesimally pocket of water
in the drainage are dependent primarily of three variables: the total path length (varying with the
tortuosity of the path), the total residence time (a function of flow velocity and total path length), and
the degree of mixing (which determines the mass of solute transferred between the pore water and
the flowing water). Since none of these three variables is deterministic, it follows that the Zn and S
concentrations in the drainage would be random dependent variables with their distribution func-
tions determined mainly by stochastic processes. The path length, residence time, and degree of
mixing mentioned above are the independent random variables.

Another feature of the dendritic-reticulate model that differs from the river system configuration is
the coexistence of fine flow channels and major flow channels. The so called “fine flow channels”
cover both true small flow channels and matrix flows (if present). The idea stems from the experi-
mental observation that flows occur not only in major channels, which are relatively few, but also
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as scattered flows at most parts of the rock bed base. Except for the initial stage when only large
channels issued drainage, a majority of the drainage ports received flows when the drainage event
is well in progress. The dividing line between “large channels” and “fine channels” is artificial, be-
cause the flow rate in each channel fluctuates widely during a drainage event.

The fine flows featured in the dendritic-reticulate model also help explain the relatively high effi-
ciency of Zn removal from the original pore water. If the fine flows were absent, all the drainage
would be discharged at the column base by relatively few major channels. This would imply that
only a fraction of the lower waste rock bed would be contacted by the major channels, resulting
in an inefficient Zn removal from the pore water in this region. This appears inconsistent with the
removal efficiency observed.

The conceptual dendritic-reticulate channel flow model proposed here appears to be able to quali-
tatively explain the experimental observations. This model is therefore our recommended flow
model in this report. We have adopted it so far to explain the observed flow phenomena and will
use it later to support our conclusions from the kinematic wave modelling exercise (Chapter 4.0
 ).

3.4.3  Changes in Dilution Factors

Suppose the initial pore water Zn concentration is C0 (previously estimated at 16 000 mg/L) and
that the mass-weighted average Zn concentration of all column base flows for the interval ending
at time t is Ct. The ratio Ct/C0 is defined as the “dilution factor” f. Dilution factor f is numerically
equal to the fraction of the original pore water in the drainage water for the time interval considered.
For pure simulated rain water that has not mixed at all with the pore water, f = 0. For pure pore
water, f = 1. In the large column experiments f varies between 0 and 1.

In Figure 3-1, the dilution factor for the three successive runs of C1 is plotted against the cumulative
total volume of water passed through the column as simulated rain. Figure 3-1 shows some inter-
esting patterns:

• The dilution factors show a continuous decline from R1 to R3.
• The beginning dilution factors for C1R2 and C1R3 are approximately equal to the ending dilu-

tions factors of C1R1 and C1R2, respectively. In other words, there is a continuity in dilution
factor between two consecutive runs.

• The decrease in the simulated rain intensity from R2 to R3 did not increase the dilution factor,
as one would expect intuitively.

• The dilution factor trend in each run is different: in R1 it is a continuous, nearly linear decline;
in R2 a decline followed by a plateau; and in R3 a irregular wave.

• There is temporary upsurge in dilution factor half way through R3.
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Figure 3-16 Changes in Dilution Factors for Three Consecutive Runs of Column 1

It is impossible to use the dilution factor changes to infer the solute transport controlling mechanisms
even with the help of the conceptual dendritic-reticulate channelling model. However, it may be
possible to use the dilution factor information in a backward direction through parameter optimisa-
tion to probe the solute transport controls. For example, one could follow the steps below to select
a model that best describes the dilution factor data:

• First, establish several mathematical models that have a potential to describe the solute trans-
port phenomena adequately.

• Second, by using known input parameters and adjusting model parameters, attempt to repro-
duce the dilution factor patterns.

• Third, select the model that best reproduces the observed dilution factor changes as the best
model.

The model selected by this procedure does not necessarily reflect the true solute transport control-
ling processes. It must be validated independently before application to new cases.

3.4.4  Summary

Zn mass balance calculations show that the measured efficiencies of Zn removal from the waste
rock pore water are comparable to those of a well-mixed reactor. The transport of solute is shown
not to take place by pore water displacement. Experimental observations lead to the proposition
of a conceptual model - the dendritic-reticulate channelling model. The variation in dilution factors
in three consecutive runs is shown to possess certain patterns.
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3.5  STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In this section the statistical distributions of three variables are examined: flow rate, Zn concentra-
tion, and Zn loading. The stochastic processes possibly underlying these distributions are briefly
discussed.

3.5.1  Flow Rate Distribution

To investigate the statistical distribution of individual port flow rates, the flow rates in all the drainage
ports with non-zero flows are used to construct a histogram. One histogram is produced for each
time interval (there are six to eight intervals in each run) in all the experimental runs of C1 and C2.
The resulting histograms are presented in APPENDIX IX.

An examination of the histograms reveals a predominant feature: they are highly unsymmetrical and
skewed to the right. This reflects the experimental observation that the total flow is conducted by
relatively few large channels and a large number of intermediate and fine channels.

This leads one to suspect that the flow rates may obey a lognormal distribution. To verify this, the
flow rate data are transformed by taking their natural logarithm. The re-plotted histograms are also
shown in APPENDIX IX. With a few exceptions, the new histograms are now symmetrical and
have the bell shape characteristic of the normal distribution.

Lognormal distribution is one in which the log-transformed data distributes normally. If we use x
to represent the untransformed variable (e.g., flow rates), the distribution of x is described by the
probability density function
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where µ is the population mean and σ the population standard deviation of the log-transformed
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where xi, i = 1, …, n, are observed values in a sample of size n.
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To test whether the flow rate data obey lognormal distribution, the last two formulae are used to
compute the MLE's of µ and σ, which are used to calculate the lognormal density function f(x). The
f(x) is then superimposed on the histograms in Figure 3-1.

The histograms agree with the f(x) of the lognormal distribution reasonably well. The deviation of
some histograms is most probably a result of insufficient data used to plot the histograms. This is
a constraint imposed by the experimental design because there are only 37 drainage ports. Thus
the maximum number of flow rate data for any given time interval is 37. From Figure 3-1, it is
concluded that the lognormal distribution appropriately describes the flow rate data.

Figure 3-1 reveals that, as the drainage event progresses, the lognormal distribution shows in-
creased peakedness, whereas the location of the mean shifts to the left. This means that both the
range and the mean of flow rates decrease as the drainage event proceeds. The lognormal distribu-
tions fitted to the experimental data at various time intervals for C1R1 are compared in Figure 3-2.
For a discussion of lognormal distribution and random processes the reader is referred to Ott,
1995.

What random process underlies the observed lognormal distribution of flow rates is unclear. To
clarify this requires further theoretical and experimental work. Generally speaking, the lognormal
distribution characterises a random variable that shows very few occurrences of very high values.
This seems to fit the profile of the individual port flow rates when channelling is present.

3.5.2  Zinc Concentration Distribution

As pointed out earlier, all zinc concentrations are interval-averaged. In examining the statistical
distributions, all zinc concentrations have been normalised to the initial pore water zinc concentra-
tion of 16000 mg/L. The relative Zn concentration so obtained is termed “dilution factor”.

The dilution factor data have been subjected to the same scrutiny as that applied to the flow rate
data. Figure 3-3 exhibits the comparison between the histograms constructed using standardised
dilution factors and the fitted standard normal distribution for C1R1. The standardisation of the
dilution factors is achieved by the formulae
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where n is the number of concentration samples for any given time interval; xi is the concentrations;
x  is the mean of concentrations; and s is the sample standard deviation.
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Figure 3-18 Lognormal Distributions Fitted to Experimental Data for C1R1

Figure 3-3 shows that, unlike the flow rates which distribute lognormally, the standardised dilution
factor histograms agree well with the standard normal distribution. It is therefore concluded that the
zinc concentrations obey a normal distribution. In comparison, Morin et al. (1995) found that the
dissolved copper concentrations recorded over 10 years at the now-closed Bell Mine, Noranda
Inc. display a lognormal distribution.

As with the case of flow rates, the construction of the dilution factor histograms is subject to the
constraint of the experimental design.

Figure 3-4 illustrates how the dilution factor (non-standardised in this case) distribution varies within
one run (C1R1) and among three runs (C1R1, C1R2, C1R3). Within one run, with the progress
of a drainage event, the distribution tends to shift towards the left (more dilution of the initial pore
water) whereas the standard deviation decreases (narrower dilution factor ranges). For successive
runs, the dilution factor distributions for a given time interval also shift to the left but, unlike within
one run, the distribution becomes more widespread.

The central limit theorem states that the distribution of the mean of samples with n observations,

nX , which itself is a random variable, approaches normal distribution as n à ∞, regardless of the
distribution of the parent population. More generally, a normal distribution can be produced by
random sum processes. The sum of n mutually independent random variables (called a random
sum) will have a normal distribution when n à ∞, regardless of the kinds of distributions of the n
independent random variables.

The random sum process may be the stochastic process underlying the observed normal distribution
of zinc concentrations. To verify this, however, requires further experimental and theoretical work.
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3.5.3  Loading Distribution

In the previous two sections flow rate and zinc concentration are found to be appropriately de-
scribed by the lognormal and the normal distribution, respectively. Since zinc loading is the product
of flow rate and zinc concentration, can the relationship between the distribution of Zn loading and
those of flow rate and Zn concentration be deduced? The answer is negative. According to the
probability theory, if X and Y are two independent variables obeying two different distributions, the
distribution of a third random variable  Z = X⋅Y cannot be obtained from the distributions of X and
Y.

To find the distribution of Zn loadings in different drainage ports, the same analytical techniques as
those used for flow rates and Zn concentrations are applied. The resulting histograms and fitted
distributions are shown in Figure 3-1. It turns out that the Zn loading distribution is also approxi-
mately lognormal.

Since the flow rate range is much wider than the zinc concentration range, the loading distribution
is dominated by the distribution of flow rates, which is lognormal. This can be understood through
the following analysis. Let X be the random variable representing the flow rate and Y the random
variable representing the Zn concentration, and assume they are independent of each other (as is
probably the case in this study). Then Z = X⋅Y is the new random variable representing the Zn
loading. Since the variation in X is far greater than that in Y, Y can be approximately treated as a
constant and instead of a random variable. Z then becomes a product of a random variable and a
constant and has the same distribution as X, which is lognormal.

Figure 3-2 shows the variation of the lognormal distributions fitted to the experimental Zn loading
data. Understandably, the pattern of variation is similar to that for the lognormal distributions fitted
to the flow rate data.

3.5.4  Summary

The flow rates and the zinc loadings in individual drainage ports were found to be approximated
adequately by the lognormal distribution. The individual port Zn concentrations are however distrib-
uted approximately normally. Zn loading is a product of flow rate and Zn concentration. As such
the loading distribution is dominated by the flow rate distribution since flow rates vary much more
widely than Zn concentrations.

The distributions of flow rates, Zn concentrations, and Zn loadings can be treated as either determi-
nistic distributions (like a particle size distribution) or probabilistic distributions (like the distribution
of a random variable). Which approach to take depends on the circumstances. Generally speaking,
since the large number of individual flow rates under a field waste rock pile are impossible to meas-
ure, treating these distributions probabilistically makes the most sense.
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3.6  CONCLUSIONS

Geochemistry

The emphasis of data analysis was placed on the mechanisms controlling the concentrations of
dissolved constituents in the drainage. Experimental results suggest that the concentrations of Ca,
Pb, and Al are solubility-controlled by gypsum, anglesite, and jurbanite, respectively. Solubility
control does not exist for dissolved Zn, Fe, and SO4

2-. Rather, the variations in Zn, Fe, and SO4
2-

concentrations can be satisfactorily explained by a dilution hypothesis. The hypothesis states that
these concentrations and the pH in the drainage are a result of successive dilutions and/or intermix-
ing of various-stage dilutions of the original pore water, subject to the regulation by redox reactions
and goethite precipitation. All soluble zinc seems to be stored in the pore water, and dissolution of
zinc-containing minerals does not contribute significant zinc to the drainage. The zinc loading in the
drainage is primarily determined by the Zn mass transfer that occurs in the dilution and mixing proc-
esses.

Hydrology

Channelling is an ubiquitous phenomena in the waste rock studied. Large channels representing a
very small fraction (< 5%) of the total drainage area at the base of the rock mass conduct a signifi-
cant fraction (~ 20-30%) of the total drainage flow. Intermediate channels account for 20% of the
base drainage area and carry ~ 40% of the total flow. About 50% of the drainage area has back-
ground or matrix flows and carry 30-40% of the total flow. Nearly 30% of the base area does not
intercept any flow. Channelling is more pronounced in the earlier stages of drainage events. During
a drainage event, the drainage flow distribution is highly heterogeneous at the beginning of the drain-
age event, but tend to become more homogeneous as the draining process progresses. Channel
stability and internal channel stability are defined and found to be influenced by several variables
related to the rock bed properties and simulated rain properties.

Solute Transport

Zn mass balance calculations show that the efficiencies of Zn removal from the pore water are
comparable to those of well-mixed systems. The transport of solute is unlikely to take place by
pore water displacement. Experimental observations lead to the proposition of a conceptual model
- the dendritic-reticulate channelling model.

Statistical Analysis

The individual port flow rates and the zinc loadings were found to approximately obey the lognor-
mal distribution. The individual port zinc concentrations are however distributed approximately
normally. The distribution of zinc loadings is dominated by the distribution of flow rates, since the
flow rate vary much more widely that the zinc concentration.
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3.7  POTENTIAL BENEFITS AND FUTURE WORK

3.7.1  Potential Benefits

The observations and findings in this chapter are specific to the partially oxidised Stratmat waste
rock sample used in the experiments. Nevertheless, the following benefits can be envisaged.

• The results can be used to help understand how channelling phenomena influence water quality
and contaminant loadings from field waste rock piles. This may lead to improvement in ARD
prediction for waste rock piles.

• The results may be useful in deriving theoretical representation and performing mathematical
modelling of channelling phenomena in similar materials, as will be discussed in Chapter 4.0
 .

• The rock sample used in the experiments is similar to materials in heap leach piles. The findings
in this study may be used to understand and optimise heap leaching operations.

• The results may be used to help understand and model the responses of leached heaps to
decommissioning methods based on rinsing, Such information is valuable in evaluation, selec-
tion, and design of decommissioning measures.

• The results may be helpful in evaluating the practicality of passivation of acid generating wastes
by application of solutions bearing passivating agents.

3.7.2  Potential Future Work

Waste rock piles are complex structures consisting of different parts of vastly differing hydraulic
(flow) properties. The present understanding of the hydrology and solute transport in waste rock
piles is poor. Better understanding of a field waste rock pile requires better understanding of its
components. The present large column study examined but one kind (hydraulically speaking) of
rock material that may exist in a field waste rock pile. The findings would be applicable to the
regions of a waste rock pile consisting of a hydraulically similar material. More studies using other
types of rock materials found in field rock piles are needed. Once one understands the behaviour
of many kinds of rock materials that comprise a field rock pile, he can develop models to predict
the flow and transport behaviour of the field pile, provided that the composition of the field pile is
known, either deterministically or probabilistically.
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3.8  SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE EXPERIMENTERS

Based on our experience in conducting the large column experiments, the following suggestions for
improvements are offered to researchers who are interested in carrying on similar experiments. It
is realised that these improvements requires investments of great financial and human resources,
which have to be justifiable by the research objectives.

• First, the time resolution of the experiment may be increased. As mentioned in Section 2.6  ,
the present experiments were carried out in a “batch mode” and consequently generated “batch
data”. However, from the point of view of quantifying the internal geochemical, hydrologic, and
solute transport processes and of modelling these processes, instantaneous data would be pre-
ferred. Examples of instantaneous data are instantaneous flow rates, instantaneous elemental
concentrations, instantaneous pH, etc., which are measured on the drainage at the moment of
exiting the waste rock bed. It is recognised that truly instantaneous measurements are impossi-
ble to make; the word “instantaneous” as used in this context is taken to mean measurements
made in very short time intervals, such as seconds, instead of the 30 min to several hours used
in this study. Collection of instantaneous data would require elaborate instrumentation and ex-
perimental design which enable the measurements of physicochemical parameters on tiny quan-
tities of solution. The benefits of better time resolution are more accurate hydrographs and che-
mographs for both individual port and the whole-column, which provide the basic data for
mathematical modelling.

• Second, the spatial resolution of the experiment may be improved. The drainage partitions at
the base of the rock bed may be made smaller. The benefit of this is a more accurate measure-
ment of the cross-sections intercepting flow channels and better resolution in differentiating
closely-spaced flow channels.

• Third, the scale of the experiment may be enlarged. The benefit of this is to increase the experi-
ment’s representativity of the REV.

• Fourth, the method for identifying “breakthrough time” may be refined. The identification of
drainage breakthrough in the present study had a degree of arbitrariness and only one break-
through time was designated for all drainage ports. To improve the accuracy of individual port
hydrographs and chemographs, the drainage breakthrough should be identified separately for
each individual drainage port as the time when solution starts to flow in that port. The identifica-
tion of these individual breakthrough times would require instrumentation capable of monitoring
flow continuously in every drainage port.
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4.0  HYDROLOGIC AND SOLUTE TRANSPORT MODELING

4.1  INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF WASTE ROCK PILES

Discussions of the internal structure of waste rock piles are available elsewhere (e.g., Morin et al.,
1991; Smith et al., 1995) and will not be repeated here. The purpose of this section is to discuss
the basic component structures of waste rock piles.

4.1.1  Channelling Flow Rock and Porous Media Flow Rock

4.1.1.1  Clarifications and Explanations

In this report, waste rock is classified into two categories according to the driving force for the
flows in them: (1) channelling flow rock, in which the dominant driving force is gravitational potential
alone, and (2) porous media flow rock, in which the dominant driving forces are gravitational po-
tential and capillary potential. What driving force dominates is predicted from the properties of the
waste rock. In this sense, the waste rock classification is made entirely on the properties of the
waste rock.

It is recognised that the flow regime (i.e., channelling flow or porous media flow) in a given waste
rock may be determined by factors other than the properties of the waste rock alone, such as the
flow flux. For example, the flow regime in a given waste rock may be channelling flow at a low flow
flux, but it may become porous media flow when the flow flux is greatly increased. This argument
implies that the classification method proposed here may not be deterministic. To rectify this situa-
tion, we limit the scope of applicability of this classification scheme to the conditions of unsaturated
flows in waste rock structures, such as those that prevail in typical mining waste rock piles and
dumps.

The term “porous media flow” used in this report is defined as the flow that is governed by Ri-
chards’ equation (see Section 4.1.1.3  ). It is relative to the term “channelling flow”, which cannot
be described by Richards’ equation at all.

Under unsaturated flow conditions prevailing in typical field waste rock piles, a “channelling flow
rock” would conduct infiltrating water by means of channel flows, whereas a “porous media flow
rock” would conduct infiltrating water by means of “porous media flows” as governed by Richards’
equation. This is the whole intention of the waste rock classification proposed here.
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4.1.1.2  Channelling Flow Rock

Channelling flow rock (CFR) is defined as a broken rock aggregate material in which unsaturated
water flows are driven by gravity alone and are not subject to capillary forces.

It is impossible to predict the unsaturated flow of water within CFR at the microscopic (particle)
level from fundamental principles of physics, mainly due to the complexity of the many forces re-
sisting the flow (for proof see APPENDIX X). On the macroscopic (particle aggregate) level,
today's science has not found an empirical law (analogous to Richards’ equation in unsaturated
porous media flows) that governs the unsaturated flow of water within CFR. Consequently, the
study of unsaturated flows in CFR is without the help of quantitative laws. At the present time,
quantification of such flows must rely on stochastic approaches.

The modes of water flows and water retention on individual CFR particles have not been studied
extensively. They are probably similar to those on the particles in a trickle bed reactor, depicted
in Figure 4-1 (Ng and Chu, 1987). Apparently, which mode of flow dictates on a specific rock
particle would depend on a suite of parameters, including the particle size, particle shape, surface
roughness, surface slope, flow rate, recent wetting history, and ways of contact with neighbouring
particles. The relationship between different flow modes and water retention modes on individual
CFR particles and the macroscopic phenomenon of channelling has not been addressed in the
literature.
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Figure 4-32 Modes of Water Flow and Retention in Trickle-Bed Reactors

(after Ng, 1987)

4.1.1.3  Porous Media Flow Rock

Porous media flow rock (PMFR) is defined as the broken rock aggregate material in which the
unsaturated flow of water is driven by soil-water potential and is governed by Richards' equation:
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where
x, y, z, t are spatial and time co-ordinates,
Kx(ψ), Ky(ψ), Kz(ψ) are directional hydraulic conductivity as a function of capillary pres-
sure ψ, and
C(ψ) = ∂θ/∂ψ is the specific moisture capacity.

Since soil-water potential consists of gravitational potential and capillary potential, unsaturated flows
in PMFR are driven by both gravitational forces and capillary forces.

Due to the presence of a quantitative law, it is much easier to model flows in PMFR than to model
flows in CFR. Channelling effects in a predominantly PMFR are weak and can often be neglected.

4.1.2  Particle Size Boundary between CFR and PMFR

Particle size is used to differentiate channelling flow rock (CFR) from porous media flow rock
(PMFR) as defined previously. For the simple case of single-size rock particle aggregates, the
boundary that separates CFR from PMFR is the particle size greater than which the capillary po-
tential becomes negligible. Interpretation of the results of Elboushi (1975) indicates that capillary
water retention starts to take effect at a size of about 10 mm and becomes fully effective at about
0.2 mm. “Fully effective” here means that water would not flow before the moisture content of the
rock particle bed reaches its water retention capacity. Therefore, his work suggests that the grain
size boundary for single-size rock particle aggregates could be 10 mm.

The particle size boundary of 10 mm derived for single-sized particles can probably be safely ex-
tended to multi grain size aggregates as follows: rock particle aggregates with a minimum grain size
of about 10 mm are CFR; rock particle aggregates with a maximum grain size of about 10 mm are
PMFR.

In realistic broken rock materials whose particle size ranges from well below 10 mm to well-above
10 mm, the differentiation between CFR and PMFR becomes difficult. The CFR and PMFR can
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probably be taken as having similar meanings as the “rock-like” and “soil-like” materials referred
to by Smith et al. (1995). Their literature survey results indicate that the boundary between “rock-
like” and “soil-like” materials is 10-30% sand (-2 mm) content. Unfortunately, this “boundary” itself
encompasses a fairly wide range into which many rock materials fall into, and thus cannot be classi-
fied as either category.

To extend the 10-30% sand content criteria for differentiating CFR and PMFR, one can apply the
following rules:

• Rock materials with less than 10% sand content are CFR.
• Rock materials with greater than 30% sand content are PMFR.
• Rock materials with sand content between 10-30% cannot be classified as either.

The Stratmat waste rock used in the large column study has an overall sand content of 20%, which
unfortunately makes it an unclassifiable material according to the above rules. From the evident
channelling effects observed in the experiments, the author is inclined to classify this material as a
channelling flow rock, although it may be only marginally so.

The classification rules above are meant for well-blended rock materials, not materials that are
segregated. In addition, other physical properties of rock materials may affect their classification,
thus these rules are not absolute and should be applied with discretion.

4.1.3  Basic Component Structures of Waste Rock Piles

Field waste rock piles are complex structures, and are normally macroheterogeneous. In this sec-
tion, we attempt to show that all waste rock piles may be partitioned into regions having one of the
five basic rock structures illustrated in Figure 4-1:

a. Continuous channelling flow rock (CCFR), which is a well mixed CFR.

b. Porous media flow rock pocket suspended in continuous channelling flow rock, or
PMFRP/CCFR, where the CFR has continuity whereas the PMFR pockets are isolated.

c. Channelling flow rock pocket suspended in continuous porous media flow rock, or
CFRP/CPMFR, where the PMFR has continuity whereas the CFR pockets are isolated.

d. Continuous porous media flow rock (CPMFR), which is a well-mixed PMFR.

e. Low permeability plate or pan (LPP), which is a laterally-spreading thin strata with a very
low hydraulic conductivity.
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a - CCFR b - PMFRP/CCFR c - CFRP/CPMFR

d - CPMFR e - LPP

Figure 4-23 Five Basic Component Structures of Waste Rock Piles

Of these five basic component structures, CCFR and CPMFR are mesoheterogeneous, whereas
PMFRP/CCFR, CFRP/CPMFR, and LPP are macroheterogeneous. Various combinations of the
five basic component structures can occur in field waste rock piles. In some cases one or two may
be dominant; in other cases all five may coexist in different regions.

PMFRP/CCFR is actually a small CPMFR dispersed in background CCFR, whereas
CFRP/CPMFR is a small CCFR dispersed in background CPMFR. When the pockets become
large in extent, they should be treated as CPMFR and CCFR, respectively.

CCFR structures are normally formed in one of two ways: direct deposit of CFR and size segrega-
tion when waste rock is constructed. PMFRP/CCFR and CFRP/CPMFR structures could result
from load-to-load or blast-to-blast variations of the waste rock material and lack of blending.
CPMFR normally results from direct dumping of well blended fine rock. It could also be the upper
layer product of size segregation.

LPP is usually a result of mining traffic compaction at successive lift surfaces and access ramps. It
could also be due to other causes such as rapid physical and chemical weathering of surface rock,
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chemical precipitation, and cementation (hardpans). LPP's are normally horizontal structures but
can also be angled and bulky. For a rock material to qualify as LPP, its saturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity should be smaller than 10-4 - 10-5 cm/s. In other words, if on surface it should be able to cause
ponding or runoff for a precipitation such as a 24-hour, 100-mm rainstorm. Without heavy com-
paction, chemical precipitation, or cementation, normal blasted waste rock originating from open-pit
mining usually cannot meet the threshold of LPP, and this is true even for the segregated fines.

4.1.4  Factors and Processes Influencing Flows in Component Rock Structures

4.1.4.1  Continuous Channelling Flow Rock

In CCFR, flow heterogeneity in the form of channelling would be a main feature. Quantitative laws
describing flows in CCFR have not been established. Hence channelling is normally studied empiri-
cally with statistical or stochastic approaches. The main reasons causing channelling probably in-
clude, deterministically,

• uneven rain water distribution at the surface,
• the tendency of water flow to follow the lowest resistance route,
• the tendency of fluid to form “rivulet” or “filament” flows rather than “film” and homogeneous

bulk flows due to the surface tension of water and hydrophobicity of some rock particles,

and stochastically,

• “random walk” due to the random arrangements and random contacts among channelling flow
rock particles,

• “random umbrella effects” (Figure 4-1) due to the presence and random locations of large rock
particles (boulders and large pebbles).

Important factors influencing the flow in CCFR include its shape, orientation, spatial extent, size
distribution, size segregation, etc.

Presently, flows in CCFR are principally modelled with the following approaches:

• kinematic wave approximation
• stochastic processes
• chemical engineering approaches (reactor in series, reactor in series with dead spaces and/or

recirculation, Turner's flow structure, etc.)
• others
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4.1.4.2  Continuous Porous Media Flow Rock

Unsaturated flows in CPMFR belongs to the well-established domain of unsaturated flows in soils,
which is quantitatively described by Richards' equation, with the addition of “umbrella effects”
(Figure 4-1) due to the presence of isolated large rock particles. The study of this rock relies on
the determination of the inter-relationships among moisture content, soil-water potential (or pres-
sure), and hydraulic conductivity.

Important factors influencing unsaturated flows in CPMFR include its shape, orientation, spatial
extent, structural heterogeneity due to size segregation and lack of blending.

Modelling of unsaturated flows in CPMFR can be done using the Richards' equation, kinematic
wave theory, and others.

4.1.4.3  Porous Media Flow Rock Pockets and Channelling Flow Rock Pockets

PMFRP/CCFR produces the “sponge effect” (Figure 4-1): when flow channels are intercepted by
a porous media flow rock pocket, the pocket absorbs water at a rate that can be described by the
theory of infiltration developed by Philip (1957). If the total channel flow rate is greater than the
infiltration capacity of the pocket, part of the channel flows will run off and around the pocket and
carry on as a smaller channel flow underneath the pocket. If the channel flow rate is smaller than
the infiltration capacity of the pocket, the entire channel flow would be used to recharge the mois-
ture in the pocket. After that drainage will appear at the bottom of the pocket and continue as a
channel flow. Unsaturated flows in PMFRP/CCFR  can be modelled as those in CCFR with a
provision to deal with the sponge effect.

CFRP/CPMFR causes a “bubble effect” (Figure 4-1). Moisture movement in the continuous po-
rous media flow rock tends to avoid entering the channelling flow rock pocket and migrates around
it because the CPMFR is at a lower soil-water potential than the CFRP due to capillary action. This
creates a “bubble” devoid of water flows in the pocket. The bubble effect will cause the water flux
to rise in the areas surrounding the pocket because of the reduction in the cross-sectional area
available to flows. Unsaturated flows in CFRP/CPMFR structures can basically be modelled as
those in CPMFR with provisions to deal with the bubble effect.

4.1.4.4  Low Permeability Pans (Plates)

The main effects of LPP’s are as follows:

• On the surface and in the interior of a waste rock pile they cause re-distribution of the rain
water or infiltrating water into a much more uneven pattern through “running off”, “blanketing”,
“funnelling”, and “day-lighting” (Figure 4-1), contributing to the occurrence of strong channelling
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effects.

• LPP’s reduce the proportion of total precipitation infiltrating into the waste rock pile by incur-
ring surface runoff and day-lighting, and by increasing evaporation through surface ponding of
water.

• Ponding and perched water tables retard the flow of water through the pile (i.e., flattening of
the drainage hydrograph).

• LPP’s terminate and re-initiate flow channels by blanketing and funnelling.

No modelling efforts have been documented in the literature to account for the presence of LPP's.
The difficulty lies in the mapping of LPP's in the waste rock pile, which is practically impossible to
do in the field.

The overwhelming feature of LPP's is the redistribution of water on the surface and in the interior
of waste rock piles. This must be taken into consideration for realistic modelling of unsaturated
flows in field waste rock piles. When detailed mapping of LPP's is unavailble, the appearance of
LPP's can probably be treated stochastically.

Umbrella effect Sponge effect Bubble effect

Water redistribution

Runoff

Funnelling

Blanketing

Runoff

Daylighting

Ponding

Figure 4-24 Some Flow Processes in Waste Rock
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4.1.4.5  Summary

The main factors and processes influencing unsaturated flows in the five basic component structures
of waste rock are summarised along with their effects in Table 4-1. Modelling approaches instead
of specific models are indicated in the table with representative references.

4.1.5  Field Waste Rock Piles

The number of ways in which the five basic structures are combined in the field to form waste rock
piles is unlimited; so are the kinds of waste rock pile configurations in the field. On the other hand,
any existing field waste rock pile can be decomposed, theoretically, into uni-structural regions using
the five basic component structures. Figure 4-1 shows a two-dimensional example (in practice this
would be in 3-D). The difficulty in doing so is usually the lack of necessary data, which can be very
expensive to gather for complexly-structured waste piles. An alternative is to lower the accuracy
requirement and decompose the waste rock pile approximately with existing information and the
help of the mining engineer who has constructed the waste rock pile.

Once a waste rock pile is decomposed, there are a number of ways to proceed with flow modelling
and solute transport modelling. If the decomposition shows that the waste rock pile is dominated
by one basic structure, the whole pile can be modelled according to the main processes and factors
for that basic structure (Table 4-1). If the decomposition shows that the pile is a complex assembly
of several basic structures, one can

• Model it using the detailed decomposition. In this case, each basic structure region has to be
separately modelled and logically linked. This exercise could become very complicated and the
linking between different regions may not always be achievable.

• Simplify the decomposition until an acceptable compromise is reached between the modelling
effort and result accuracy or until the complexity is handlable. This can be done by dropping
the less important details of the decomposition. Modelling can then proceed with the simplified
version of the waste rock decomposition.
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LPP

LPP

LPP

LPP

CCFR CCFR
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PMFRP/CCFRCPMFR
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Figure 4-25 Decomposition of a Waste Rock Pile into Basic Component Structure Regions
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Table 4-1 Factors and Processes Affecting Flows in Basic Waste Rock Structures

Basic
Structure Main Processes and Factors

Feature
Effects

Quantitative
Governing Law

Potentially Applicable
Modelling Approaches

Modelling
Approach Reference

CCFR

Processes: surface and internal water
re-distribution, gravity flows by least
resistance routing, random walk, um-
brella effects
Factors: shape, orientation, spatial ex-
tent, size distribution, size segregation,
rock physical and chemical properties,
rain characteristics

Channelling None

Kinematic wave theory
Chemical engineering
Stochastic
Statistical
Geostatistical
Fractal

Germann, Smith, Singh
Levenspiel, Dixon, Ng
Gelhar, Erriksson, Schlitt
Gelhar
Gelhar

PMFRP/C
CFR

Processes: processes for CCFR, proc-
esses for CPMFR, sponge effect
Factors: factors for CCR and CFR

Channel termination
and re-initiation
Retardation of flow

Same as for
CPMFR

Those for CCFR with
provisions for sponge
effect

Same as for CCFR

CFRP/
CPMFR

Processes: processes for CPMFR, pro-
cesses for CCFR, bubble effect
Factors: factors for CPMFR and
CCFR

Increased flow flux
around CFRP

Same as for
CPMFR

Those for CPMFR with
provisions for bubble
effect

Same as for CPMFR

CPMFR

Processes: unsaturated flow in soils,
umbrella effect
Factors: shape, orientation, special
extent, structural heterogeneity, rock
physical and chemical properties, rain
characteristics

Lack of significant
channelling

Richards'
equation
Philip's infiltra-
tion theory

Richards' equation
Kinematic wave theory
Stochastic
Statistical

Soil science textbooks
Singh
Gelhar
Gelhar

LPP

Processes: ponding, runoff, day-
lighting, blanketing, funnelling
Factors: shape, orientation, special
extent, position, hydraulic conductivity

Water re-distribution,
channel termination
and re-initiation

Darcy's law
Richards' equa-
tion
Philp's theory

LPP position mapping
Stochastic positioning

None
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4.2  MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION

4.2.1  Channel Flows

4.2.1.1  Cumulative Distribution Function and Density Function of Flow Density

Suppose a waste rock pile is intercepted by an imaginary horizontal plane at an arbitrary depth z
below the pile surface (which is at z = 0, Figure 4-1). Imagine that the plane has on it a pre-drawn
square grid defining many equal squares of side lengths ∆x, ∆y where ∆x = ∆y, and area ∆A =
∆x⋅∆y. The area of intersection of the waste rock pile by the plane is A, and the total number of
squares in the intersection is N = A/∆A.

During a drainage event, at time t, the flow rate of water across an arbitrarily selected square on
the plane is Q(z,t), and the total flow rate across the entire plane is QT(z, t). The relative flow rate
across the square is QR(z,t) = Q(z,t)/QT(z, t).

The volumetric flux, or flow density, of water across the square is defined as q(z,t) = Q(z,t)/∆A
= Q(z,t)/(∆x⋅∆y). The relative flow density of water across the same square is defined as qR(z,t)
= QR(z,t)/∆A = QR(z,t)/(∆x⋅∆y).

Now for a given value of q(z,t) ∈ [qmin, qmax], we count the number of squares across which the
flow density is less than or equal to q(z,t) and suppose that number is n[q(z,t)]. It is a function of
q(z,t). The function

X

Y

Z

z
∆A∆y

∆x

Q
A

Figure 4-30 Simplified Representation of Waste Rock Dump
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is defined as the cumulative flow density distribution function, or CFDDF. Its interpretation can
be stated as one of the following three, which are equivalent:

• It gives, for any value of q = q', the number of squares as a percentage of the total number of
squares that carry a flow density less than or equal to q'.

• It gives, for any value of q = q', the area as a percentage of the total area A that carries a flow
density less than or equal to q'.

• It gives, for any value of  q = q', the number of q values as a percentage of the total number of
q values that are less than or equal to q'.

Holding z and t constant and solve for q  in F(q,z,t), we obtain the inverse function of F with respect
to q,

),,(),,( 1 tzqFtzFq q
−= Equation 4-2

The meaning of q(F,z,t) is this: for any given percentage of the total area F, q(F,z,t) gives the flow
density such that all the flows that have a flow density less than or equal to that occupy a percentage
of the total area equal to F.

The density function of flow density, DFFD is defined as
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The meaning of f(q,z,t) is that, at time t and depth z, the percentage area across which the flow
density is within a very small interval of dq centred around q is f(q,z,t)dq.
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It follows that the total flow rate across the plane at depth z and time t carried by flows having flow
densities between q1 and q2 is

( ) ∫=∈ 2

1

),,(,],,[ 21

q

q
dqtzqfqAtzqqqQ Equation 4-7

The total flow rate across the plane at depth z and time t is

∫=
max

0
),,(),(

q

T dqtzqfqAtzQ Equation 4-8

which for z = zmax (the height of the pile) gives the base drainage hydrograph.

The total drainage flow discharged from the waste rock pile during the drainage event is given by

∫ ∫=
T q

T dqdttzqfqAV
0 0 max

max
),,( Equation 4-9

where T is the duration of drainage discharge.

The percentage of total drainage flow rate QT(z,t) accounted for by all the flows having flow densi-
ties less than or equal to q, denoted by σ(q,t), is given by
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where the variable z is dropped because only bottom drainage is considered, z=zmax=constant. We
can plot the function σ(q,t) = σ(Fq

-1(q,t),t) = σ(q(F,t),t) = σ(F,t) on a σ-F plane as a way of ex-
pressing channelling phenomena. This plot shows the percentage of the total flow carried by all
flows having a flow density less or equal to q against the percentage of total drainage area carrying
flows having flow densities less than or equal to q. Figure 3-1 is a plot of this kind (albeit the flux
is arranged in reverse order and the z fluxes are disregarded).

The above discussion shows that the DFFD or CFDDF totally characterise the channelling phe-
nomena during a drainage event.
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4.2.1.2  Variables Affecting DFFD

Since channelling is a very complex phenomenon, the density function of flow density (DFFD) is
affected by many factors. This can be expressed in the following form:

( )PTFzyxSGzyxRtyxPOtyxROtyxEtyxpftzqf ,,),,,(,),,,(),,,(),,,(),,,(),,,(),,( =

Equation 4-1

where
− p(x,y,t) is the input function for the precipitation prior to a drainage event. If the rain is spatially

homogeneous on the waste rock pile, p(x,y,t) = p(t), which is termed a hyetograph. If the rain
is steady over time (i.e. a square pulse hyetograph) such as in the large column tests, p(t) =
constant for t∈[0, tmax], the duration of the precipitation.

− E(x,y,t) is the evaporation function and can normally be ignored due to its small effects.
− RO(x,y,t) is the runoff function and should be considered when surface LPP's are widespread.

Otherwise it can be ignored.
− PO(x,y,t) is the surface water ponding function and should be considered when surface LPP's

are widespread. Otherwise it can be ignored.
− R(x,y,z) is the rock property function which lumps together all rock properties influencing chan-

nelling effects.
− G is the geometry function of the waste rock pile
− S(x,y,z) is the rock pile structure function that describes the type of basic component structure.
− F is fluid property function and for water the effects of this factor can be disregarded.
− T is the temperature function and is often ignored.
− P is the ambient pressure function and is often ignore.

After ignoring unimportant factors and making some reasonable assumptions, Equation 4-1 can be
realistically simplified to

( )),,(),,,(),,,(),(),,( zyxSzyxRtyxROtpftzqf = Equation 4-2

For an existing waste rock pile, R(x,y,z) and S(x,y,z) are fixed and do not vary within a short pe-
riod of time, the above equation reduces to

( )),,(),(),,( tyxROtpftzqf = Equation 4-3

For typical waste rock piles, the surface is permeable and RO is normally zero, then

( ))(),,( tpftzqf = Equation 4-4
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Rewriting the functional form and consider only bottom drainage,

( )max),(),( ztpftqf = Equation 4-5

That is, the bottom drainage channelling is a function of precipitation. For an existing pile zmax is
fixed, we have

( ))(),( tpftqf = Equation 4-6

That is to say that the channelling phenomena for an existing dump is primarily a function of precipi-
tation alone.

When we generally study how channelling effects vary from one waste rock pile to another, we
must use the functional expression of Equation 4-1.

4.2.1.3  Experimental CFDDF and DFFD

The CFDDF and DFFD are defined on the basis of ∆xà0 and ∆yà0, which is impractical to test
experimentally. Experiments must be designed to use finite ∆x and ∆y and in such a case the
CFDDF and DFFD derived from experimental data are approximations. This applies to the large
column experiments reported here.

The data for Column 1 Run 2 (C1R2) were selected to derive CFDDF and DFFD. The CFDDF
and DFFD are determined for the intervals 30 min, 90 min, and 180 min. The resulting functions
are exhibited in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2.
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Figure 4-6 Experimental CFDDF Determined Using C1R2 Data
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Figure 4-7 Experimental DFFD Determined Using C1R2 Data

The CFDDF shows a “nugget” effect, i.e., at q = 0 it has a non-zero value. For the three curves
shown, this value is 0.14, which means that 14% of the total drainage area does not have flow at
all. The DFFD function has a steep negative slope at low q's and flattens out at high q's. This means
that there are many flows with small flow densities (e.g., q < 1) and much fewer flows with high
flow densities (e.g., q >10).

4.2.2  Solute Transport

Let C be the concentration of the solute (e.g., dissolved Zn or SO4
2-). For the simplest case where

C = constant = C0, the solute flux J (mass per unit time, e.g., moles per second) as a function of
time during a drainage event is

∫==
max

000 ),()()(
q

T dqtqqfACtQCtJ Equation 4-1

(The variable z is dropped because z ≡ zmax for bottom drainage thus no longer a variable. The
same argument applies hereafter.)

The total solute loading LT for the drainage event is given by

∫ ∫==
T q

TT dqdttqfqACVCL
0 000

max
),( Equation 4-2
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For the case where the solute concentration is a function of q and t, C=C(q,t), the flux and
loading are respectively

∫=
max

0
),(),()(

q
dqtqCtqqfAtJ Equation 4-3

∫ ∫=
T q

T dqdttqCtqfqAL
0 0

max
),(),( Equation 4-4

Specifically, if the solute concentration is inversely proportional to the flux q, as it may be
sometimes, we have C = K/q where K is a constant. Substituting into the above two equations, we
obtain the following results:

AKdqtqfAKdq
q
K
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=== ∫∫
maxmax

00
),(),()( Equation 4-5

∫ ∫ ==
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q
K

tqfqAL
0 0

max
),( Equation 4-6

That is, the solute flux does not change over time during the drainage event and is simply equal to
the product AK.

Finally, the solute concentration C sometimes cannot be related to any other variable. In these cases
it can be regarded as a random variable C for any fixed time t. For the duration of the drainage
event, t changes from 0 to tmax, and the solute concentration becomes a random function C(t). The
flux also becomes a random function:

∫=
max

0
),()()(

q
dqtqqftAt CJ Equation 4-7

and the total solute loading becomes a random variable:

∫ ∫=
T q

T dqdttqfqtA
0 0

max
),()(CL Equation 4-8

4.2.3  Application of Mathematics of Channelling to Large Column Data

The mathematics of channelling and solute transport developed in Sections 4.2.1  and 4.2.2  can
be applied to the large column data. This would involve investigating the functional forms of f(q,z,t)
and how f(q,z,t) is influenced by the variable assemblies shown on the right side of the following
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equation:

( )),,(),,,(),,,(),(),,( zyxSzyxRtyxROtpftzqf = Equation 4-2

However, this is beyond the scope of this report.

The ultimate goal of the research on channelling and solute transport would be to develop the capa-
bility of

• predicting f(q,z,t) from information on waste rock pile properties and precipitation properties,
• predicting the concentration function C(q,t) or the random concentration function, C(t),
• using the channelling and solute transport mathematics developed above to predict QT(t), J(t)

and LT, or in the case of stochastic modelling, QT(t), J(t), and LT.

The application of kinematic wave theory to channelling flow, which will be discussed next, can be
considered a special case of Equation 4-12 or Equation 4-16 where the f(q,z,t) (or equivalently
F(q,z,t)) is expressed as a function of p(t) using the kinematic wave approximation.

4.3  APPLICATION OF KINEMATIC WAVE MODEL TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

4.3.1  Description of the Model

The kinematic wave theory was introduced by Lighthill and Whitham (1955) who used the theory
to describe flood movement in rivers. The conditions for a kinematic wave are very simple: flux is
functionally related to concentration. For example, the greater the number of cars there are in a
section of the road per unit length (the concentration), the smaller the number of cars that can pass
through (the flux). This would generate a kinematic wave of car concentration in the direction oppo-
site to the direction of traffic. In the case of moisture movement in macropores or channels, the flux
(volume of water passing across unit area per unit time) is positively related to concentration (the
volumetric moisture content, m3/m3, in the flowing macropores or channels). This generates a kine-
matic wave of moisture moving down.

The word “kinematic” is relative to “dynamic” in the study of motion, and means “without consid-
eration of inertia or energy”. So the energy balance of the fluid motion is ignored in the kinematic
wave theory. The “wave” is unlike a conventional wave such as those seen on the surface of a
water body. Rather, the kinematic wave is one that involves a “jump” (a discontinuity) of a quantity
such as flow density q, at a position zjump, that is, q(z+

jump) = 0 and q(z-
jump) = q(t). The position of

the jump continuously travels, giving rise to the notion of a wave.

Since its introduction, kinematic wave theory has been used in many diversified branches of hydrol-
ogy including flood flows in rivers, surface watershed flows, subsurface soil flows, irrigation flows,
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snow melting, moisture movement in soil, and flows in macropores. Two text books have been
written on the application of kinematic wave theory in hydrology (Singh, 1997, 1996).

The application of the kinematic wave theory to macropore flows was due to Germann and Beven
(1981a, 1981b, 1985, 1986). Smith et al. (1995) applied the approach developed by Germann
and Beven to a drainage flow hydrograph measured at Island Copper Mine, B.C. and showed that
kinematic wave theory has potential for describing channel flows existing waste rock piles.

Germann and Beven have given detailed account of the mathematical development of their ap-
proach in the references mentioned above. A brief mathematical deduction of the kinematic wave
model in the form used in this report is given in APPENDIX XI. A schematic representation of the
physical set-up of the model is shown in Figure 4-1.

The kinematic wave model presented in APPENDIX XI describes the flow in a single macropore.
To apply the model to field soil that has many macropores of different sizes, shapes, depths, con-
ductances, matrix sorbances, etc., German and Beven (1986) assumes that all the macropores can
be classified into n groups, each of which has a distinct conductance bj, j = 1, 2, … n. The
sorbance is assumed constant for all macropore groups. They then proceeded to vary the conduc-
tance bj and abundance (described by ∆Aj) of each channel group to obtain a best fit between the
hydrograph predicted by the kinematic wave theory and the observed hydrograph. The physical
interpretation of ∆Aj is the proportion of the soil surface that are connected to macropores of group
j. This approach, which they referred to as “a (discrete) distribution function approach”, reveals a
bj-∆Aj relationship, which tells the aerial extent of each channel group and the conductance associ-
ated with each group. The main equation describing this approach is as follows:
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Figure 4-33 Schematic Illustration of Macropore Flow for Kinematic Wave Model

4.3.2  Application to Large Column Data

Smith et al. (1995) used Germann and Beven's approach described above to model drainage flows
from a waste rock pile. They treated flow channels in waste rock piles the same way as Germann
and Beven treated macropores. According to Smith et al. (1995),

In a waste rock pile, there are many different types of channels, rather than
a single channel type. The channel system will have a complex pattern of dif-
ferent sizes, shapes, depths, and orientations. Fluid exchange occurs between
the different types of channels within the pile. We simplify the complexity of
the system by assuming that the pile is formed by multiple independent chan-
nels of unknown geometry. In our model, each channel group is characterised
by a conductance bj and a fraction of the surface of surface area of the pile…

In our application here, we adopt the original approach described in Germann and Beven (1986)
and admit the premises of Smith et al. (1995). We attempt here to provide an independent valida-
tion of the kinematic wave model using the large column results.

The logic for independently validating the kinematic wave model is this: First, the kinematic wave
model is applied to a whole-column hydrograph to calibrate the model, that is, to obtain the values
of the model parameters specific to the experiment. Second, the calibrated model is used in a pre-
dictive mode to calculate CFDDF's for selected points in time. Third, the calculated CFDDF's are
compared with experimental CFDDF's for the selected times. Since the model parameters are
obtained only from information contained in the whole-column hydrograph and there are an infinite
number of CFDDF's that can produce the observed column hydrograph, an agreement between
the predicted CFDDF's and the experimentally observed CFDDFs constitutes an independent
validation.

The experimental results selected for model validation are those of Column 1 Run 2 (C1R2). The
most important reason for its selection is to make the sorbance r = 0. The sorbance r measures the
loss of water from flowing channels to the soil matrix. There are many uncertainties associated with
r. First, the model assumes r = constant for all channel groups, which is not accurate. Second, it is
not measurable. The approach of Germann and Beven, as well as that of Smith et al., is to assume
various values of r spanning orders of magnitude, and select the one that produces the most mean-
ingful results. This seriously compromises the validity of the modelling results. The drawback is
avoided by making r = 0.

We consider r = 0 for C1R2 because the total water input to the column during this run, 49.7 L,
is almost equal to the total amount of water drained for this run, 48.7 L. When water is not retained
in the rock bed, it should be reasonable to assume that there is no absorbance of water by the soil
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matrix. In addition, C1R2 was run only two days after C1R2. This short period of rest does not
allow significant evaporation from the rock bed.

With r = 0, the kinematic wave model equations are greatly simplified. The simplified equations can
be obtained by taking limits as rà0 (please consult APPENDIX XI for the meanings of symbols),
as follows:
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To compute the drainage flow density at a depth Z ≤ zI < z*, the following equations are used:
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where q0 is the precipitation expressed in the same way as flow density q(z,t). Knowing tW(z) at
z and q0, the conductance b can be solved for:
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An important note on the application of the kinematic wave model to observed data is that the
experimental hydrograph must be unimodal, and relatively smooth. Since our experimental data
show rugged patterns, we fitted the data to some functions that meet these requirements. After
testing several functions, we found that two worked well on our data. One is a two-piece quadratic
function (one piece for the rising limb and one for falling limb) and the other is a two-parameter
gamma distribution:
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where α, β  are function parameters and Γ(α) is the gamma function with one parameter, α.

In order to fit the data, the arrival time of the column hydrograph is needed. It was estimated at 120
min. To make the kinematic wave modelling easy to handle, the time t = 0 should correspond to
the beginning of the simulated rain application. After the shifting of the time axis, the time shown in
the result graphs below is equal to the time used in previous presentations plus 170 min.

The specific data used for the kinematic wave modelling are as follows:

1. q0 = 1.406E-4 m3min-1m-2 (or m/min).
2. Z = 1.5 m
3. T = 420 min
4. a = 2.5 as recommended by Germann and Beven (1986).
5. tI = 701 min as calculated by Equation 4-32.
6. tA = 120 min (the time of arrival on the column hydrograph)
7. Intervals of modelling ∆t1 = 5 min, ∆t2 = 15 min, ∆tj = 30 min for j = 3, 4, …, 20, giving t1 =

125 min, t2 = 140 min, t3 = 170 min, …, t20 = 680 min.
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4.3.3  Results and Discussion

The results for the decomposition of the observed whole-column hydrograph using the kinematic
wave model are shown in Figure 4-1. The experimental data (represented by empty squares) are
fitted to a two-piece quadratic function and a gamma function. The gamma function curve was used
for decomposition. The two-piece quadratic function curve gives similar but less preferable results.
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The contribution to the total column flow density by each of the 20 component channel groups is
represented by a channel group hydrograph, which has a characteristic shape of a flat portion
followed by a falling tail. The time of arrival of water in jth channel group is tW,j(Z) and the flow
density in this channel group starts to decline at tD,j(Z). The time of interception of the wetting front
by the draining front is the same for all channel groups, tI ≈ 700 min. The channel group hydrog-
raphs are shown additively. The decomposition is such that the sum of all component channel hy-
drographs is exactly equal to the whole-column hydrograph represented by the gamma function
curve.

The distribution of channel conductance bj given by the kinematic wave model is shown in Figure
4-2. Each point (x,y) on the curve indicates the percentage of the total surface area, y, which is
connected to channels with conductances not exceeding x. The graph shows that there is a fairly
high percentage (~40%) of the rock bed surface connected to channels with very low conductivity
(< 0.2 m/min). About 45% of the surface is connected to channels with a conductivity between 1
and 4.5 m/min. The remaining 15% of the surface are connected to highly conductive channels with
b > 5 m/min.
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Figure 4-28 Distribution of Channel Conductance from Kinematic Wave Modelling

From the modelling results the CFDDF (cumulative flow density distribution function, see Section
4.2.1.1  ) was calculated for two selected times, 350 min and 500 min (180 min and 360 min in the
old time notation). These are compared with experimental CFDDF's in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-28 Comparison of Experimental and Model-Predicted CFDDF's

Apparently, the CFFDF's predicted by the kinematic wave model do not agree with the experi-
mental CFFDF's very well. For example, at 180 min, the model predicts that 40% of the drainage
area should show no flow, whereas the experimental results show that only 14% of the drainage
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area has no flow. The predicted maximum flow density is 1.44 times greater than that experimen-
tally observed. More generally, the kinematic wave model predicts much more bigger channels than
experimentally observed. The same analysis applies to the 360 min comparison as well.

One possible reason for the discrepancy is the experimental resolution. If the bottom drainage grid
were finer, one would expect the maximum flow density to be greater and the percentage of base
drainage area receiving zero flow to be higher. To correct for this, the experimental data were
adjusted as follows: Suppose we divided the bottom drainage area into 1.44 times more drainage
partitions (37 x 1.44 ≈ 53 partitions). Suppose all the 16 new partitions (53 - 37 = 16) receive zero
flow and all the flows are accommodated within the same number of partitions as before the in-
crease in partition numbers (each new partition has a smaller area than the old partition). The ex-
perimental CFDDF's can be recalculated under these assumption. This recalculation has the effect
of forcing the (recalculated) experimental maximum flow density equal to that predicted by the
model. The recalculated CFDDF's are compared with the model-predicted CFDDF's in Figure
4-4.

The recalculated experimental percentage of drainage area receiving zero flow now agrees with the
model predictions quite well, but the distributions of flow densities are still far apart. The discrep-
ancy in the shapes of the experimental curve and the model-predicted curve cannot be resolved by
increasing partition resolution. It is therefore concluded that the kinematic wave model is not appro-
priate to describe the channelling phenomena observed in our experiment. It must be point out that
this conclusion is made on the basis of our experiment using the Stratmat waste rock. This conclu-
sion may be reasonably extended to flows within similar rocks - those containing ~20% sand-size
material and having a  macrohomogeneous structure. This conclusion, however, should certainly not
be extended to flows within other structures (e.g., CCFR or CPMFR). The applicability of the
kinematic wave model to other structures need further validation studies to clarify.

The kinematic wave model, which conceptually precludes merges and splits of flows, is fundamen-
tally inconsistent with the conceptual dendritic-reticulate model we proposed earlier based on
experimental observations of flow and drainage chemistry. As a matter of fact, the kinematic wave
model is based on the type of channel shown in (a) of Figure 3-1, which we particularly concluded
to be absent. This makes the lack of applicability of the kinematic wave model to our experiment
understandable. The kinematic wave model is probably more applicable to situations where merges
and splits of channel flows are not pronounced. Imaginably, this could be the case with coarse
waste rock piles in which the sand content is far less than 10%, that is, CCFR structures.

The dendritic-reticulate flow model, on the other hand, allows merges and splits of flows to take
place. This feature allows the explanation of the experimentally-observed higher area extent of small
flows that the kinematic wave model fails to account for. Nevertheless, the dendritic-reticulate
model is only a conceptual one, it needs to be developed into a quantitative form if it were to be
used for flow modelling.
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Figure 4-14 Comparison of Recalculated Experimental with Model-Predicted CFDDF's
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4.4  CONCLUSIONS

Flow and solute transport modelling has important applications in ARD prediction, prevention,
control and treatment. The main challenges are channelling and interactions between flows and
geochemical factors. Studies on internal flows within waste rock are noticeably scarce in the litera-
ture. It is hoped that the work presented in this chapter can fill some of that gap. The following
conclusions have been reached:

• Waste rock can be roughly classified into porous media flow rock (PMFR) and channelling
flow rock (CFR) according to their size distribution characteristics. The two differ both hy-
draulically and in terms of solute transport.

• Five basic component rock structures can be identified within waste rock piles. Continuous
channelling flow rock (CCFR) is a well-mixed aggregate of channelling flow rock particles.
Continuous porous media flow rock (CPMFR) is a well-mixed aggregate of porous media flow
rock particles. Porous media flow rock pockets suspended in continuous channelling flow rock
(PMFRP/CCFR) are structures where the channelling flow rock has continuity whereas the
porous media flow rock pockets are isolated. Channelling flow rock pockets suspended in
continuous porous media flow rock (CFRP/CPMFR) are structures where the porous media
flow rock has continuity whereas the channelling flow rock pockets are isolated. Low perme-
ability plates or pans (LPP) are laterally-spreading thin rock strata with a very low hydraulic
conductivity.

• Each of the five basic component structures has a set of distinct characteristics and should be
modelled with different approaches. Factors that influence the flow of water within waste rock
piles are discussed. Flow phenomena contributing to flow heterogeneity in waste rock piles, in-
cluding the umbrella effects, the sponge effects, the bubble effects, ponding, day-lighting, blan-
keting, and funnelling, are identified.

• Channelling phenomena can be characterised mathematically by the use of cumulative flow
density distribution functions (CFDDF's) or density functions of flow densities (DFFD's). These
functions are jointly determined by many factors including the rock properties, rock structures,
and precipitation characteristics. The DFFD can be coupled with relationships between solute
concentrations and flow rates to model solute transport, either deterministically or probabilisti-
cally.

• The kinematic wave model did not adequately describe the channelling flows observed for the
partially oxidised Stratmat waste rock, which appears to be, marginally, a continuous channel-
ling flow rock. It over-predicted the extent of larger channel flows at the price of smaller chan-
nel flows. The main reason for the lack of applicability probably lies in the fact that the model
conceptually precludes merges and splits of flows within waste rock. The kinematic wave
model may potentially be more suitable to describe flows in other types of rocks such as
CCFR, which contains less than 10% of sand and silt.
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APPENDIX I EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES
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COLUMN 1

Test Conditions

Column 1 Run 1 feed rate = 3.2 mL/min/channel; feed duration = 13 hours; rain simulator position = -
22.5°; rock bed thickness = 1.5 m; number of sampling rounds = 8; sampling duration = 6 hours (excluding
the last round which was the next morning); number of sampling rounds submitted for ICP analysis = 6;
tracer (NaCl) concentration in feed water = 1000 mg/L Na+; rain simulator turn-on time = 2:15 am; rain
simulator turn-off time = 3:15 pm.

Column 1 Run 2  feed rate = 3.2 mL/min/channel; feed duration = 7 hours; rain simulator position = -22.5°;
rock bed thickness = 1.5 m; number of sampling rounds = 8; sampling duration = 6 hours (excluding the
last round); number of sampling rounds submitted for ICP analysis = 5; tracer (KNO3) concentration in feed
water = 500 mg/L K+; rain simulator turn-on time = 6:10 am; rain simulator turn-off time = 1:10 pm.

Column 1 Run 3 feed rate = 1.6 mL/min/channel; feed duration = 10 hours; rain simulator position = -
22.5°; rock bed thickness = 1.5 m; number of sampling rounds = 8; sampling duration = 6 hours (excluding
the last round); number of sampling rounds submitted for ICP analysis = 6; tracer (LiCl) concentration in
feed water = 500 mg/L Li+; rain simulator turn-on time = 2:03 am; rain simulator turn-off time = 12:03 pm.

Test Procedure

Column 1 Run 1

1. The feed water reservoir was refilled with fresh tap water to the 100-L mark. Then NaCl was
dissolved to make a 1000 mg/L Na+ concentration in the feed water.

2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 2:15 am and to turn it off at 3:15 pm on
the same day.

3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 2:30 pm, and this was set as time zero for sampling pur-
pose. Drainage breakthrough is arbitrarily defined as the time when water has Ended flowing in
about half of the sample bottles.

4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 120 min., 180 min., 240 min., 360 min., and the
next morning (about 1080 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment:
sample weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; for selected time intervals (see the next step),
a sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis. Then the
sample was discarded.

5. The preserved sub-samples for the following time intervals were submitted for ICP analysis for
dissolved S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li: 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., 240 min., and 1080 min.

Column 1 Run 2

1. The feed water reservoir was emptied, washed, and refilled with tap water to the 100-L mark.
KNO3 was dissolved in the water to make a 500 mg/L K+ concentration.

2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 6:10 am and to turn it off at 1:10 pm on
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the same day.
3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 9:00 am, and this time was set as time zero for sampling

purpose.
4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 120 min., 180 min., 240 min., 360 min., and the

next morning (about 1440 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment:
sample weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; for selected time intervals (see the next step),
a sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis. Then the
sample was discarded.

5. The preserved sub-samples for the following time intervals were submitted for ICP analysis for
dissolved S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li: 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., and 1380 min.

Column 1 Run 3

1. The feed water reservoir was emptied, washed, and refilled with fresh tap water to the 60-L mark
(Note: 60 L instead of 100 L, to save reagent cost). LiCl was dissolved in the water to make a 500
mg/L Li+ concentration.

2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 2:03 am and to turn it off at 12:03 pm on
the same day.

3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 8:00 am, and this time was set as time zero for sampling
purpose.

4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 120 min., 180 min., 240 min., 360 min., and the
next morning (about 1440 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment:
sample weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; for selected time intervals (see the next step),
a sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis. Then the
sample was discarded.

5. The preserved sub-samples for the following time intervals were submitted for ICP analysis for
dissolved S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, Li: 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., 240 min., and 360 min.

Column 2

Test Conditions

Column 2 Run 1 feed rate = 3.2 mL/min/channel; feed duration = 5 hours; rain simulator position = -22.5°;
rock bed thickness = 0.5 m; number of sampling rounds = 7; sampling duration = 4 hours (excluding the
last round); number of sampling rounds submitted for ICP analysis = 7; rain simulator turn-on time = 1:45
pm; rain simulator turn-off time = 6:45 pm.

Column 2 Run 2  feed rate = 3.2 mL/min/channel; feed duration = 6 hours; rain simulator position = -22.5°;
rock bed thickness = 1.0 m; number of sampling rounds = 7; sampling duration = 4 hours (excluding the
last round); number of sampling rounds submitted for ICP analysis = 7; rain simulator turn-on time = 6:30
am; rain simulator turn-off time = 12:30 pm.

Column 2 Run 3 feed rate = 3.2 mL/min/channel; feed duration = 10.77 hours; rain simulator position = -
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22.5°; rock bed thickness = 1.5 m; number of sampling rounds = 7; sampling duration = 6 hours (excluding
the last round); number of sampling rounds submitted for ICP analysis = 6; rain simulator turn-on time =
2:12 am; rain simulator turn-off time = 9:12 am; rain simulator restarted = 10:20 am and re-stopped = 2:06
pm.

Column 2 Run 4 This is a repeat of Column2 Run 3. feed rate = 3.2 mL/min/channel; feed duration = 5.1
hours; rain simulator position = -22.5°; rock bed thickness = 1.5 m; number of sampling rounds = 8; sam-
pling duration = 6 hours (excluding the last round); number of sampling rounds submitted for ICP analysis
= 5; rain simulator turn-on time = 4:30 am; rain simulator turn-off time = 9:37 am.

Test Procedures

Column 2 Run 1

1. The feed water reservoir was refilled with fresh tap water to the 100-L mark.
2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 1:45 pm and to turn it off at 6:45 pm on

the same day.
3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 4:15 pm, and this was set as time zero for sampling pur-

pose
4. At the time intervals of 0 min., 30 min., 60 min., 120 min., 180 min., 240 min., and the next morning

(about 960 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment: sample weight,
pH, and conductivity were measured; a sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure
nitric acid for ICP analysis of dissolved S, Fe, Zn. Then the sample was discarded.

Column 2 Run 2

1. The feed water reservoir Ended at the 64-L mark.
2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 6:30 am and to turn it off at 12:30 pm on

the same day.
3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 10:30 am, and this was set as time zero for sampling

purpose.
4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min.,120 min., 180 min., 240 min., and the next morn-

ing (about 1320 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment: sample
weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; a sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved
with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis of dissolved S, Fe, Zn.

Column 2 Run 3

1. The feed water reservoir was emptied, washed, and refilled with fresh tap water to the 100-L mark.
2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 2:12 am and to turn it off at 9:12 am on

the same day. The feed pumps were restarted at 10:20 am and turned off at 2:06 pm to apply addi-
tional water.

3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 8:30 am, and this time was set as time zero for sampling
purpose.
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4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., 240 min., 360 min., and the next morn-
ing (about 1440 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment: sample
weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; for selected time intervals (see the next step), a sub-
sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis. Then the sample
was discarded.

5. The preserved sub-samples for the following time intervals were submitted for ICP analysis for
dissolved S, Fe, Zn: 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., and 1440 min.

Column 2 Run 4

1. The feed water reservoir was emptied, washed, and refilled with fresh tap water to the 100-L mark.
2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 4:30 am and to turn it off at 9:37 am on

the same day.
3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 7:15 am, and this time was set as time zero for sampling

purpose.
4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 120 min., 180 min., 240 min., 360 min., and the

next morning (about 1500 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment:
sample weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; for selected time intervals (see the next step),
a sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis. Then the
sample was discarded.

5. The preserved sub-samples for the following time intervals were submitted for ICP analysis for
dissolved S, Fe, Zn: 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., 360 min.

Column 3

Test Conditions

Column 3 Run 1 Water was fed at one point (centre of the sample bed surface). feed rate = 35 mL/min;
feed duration = 10 hours; rain simulator position = -22.5°; rock bed thickness = 0.5 m; number of sampling
rounds = 8; sampling duration = 6 hours (excluding the last round); number of sampling rounds submitted
for ICP analysis = 6; rain simulator turn-on time = 2:11 am; rain simulator turn-off time = 12:11 pm.

Column 3 Run 2 Water was fed at one point (centre of the sample bed surface). feed rate = 35 mL/min;
feed duration = 13 hours; rain simulator position = -22.5°; rock bed thickness = 1.0 m; number of sampling
rounds = 8; sampling duration = 6 hours (excluding the last round); number of sampling rounds submitted
for ICP analysis = 7; rain simulator turn-on time = 10:02 pm (previous evening); rain simulator turn-off time
= 11:02 pm.

Column 3 Run 3 Water was fed at one point (centre of the sample bed surface). feed rate = 35 mL/min;
feed duration = 12 hours; rain simulator position = -22.5°; rock bed thickness = 1.5 m; number of sampling
rounds = 8; sampling duration = 6 hours (excluding the last round); number of sampling rounds submitted
for ICP analysis = 6; rain simulator turn-on time = 2:00 am; rain simulator turn-off time = 4:00 pm.
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Test Procedures

Column 3 Run 1

1. The feed water reservoir was refilled with fresh tap water to the 50-L mark. NaCl was dissolved
in the water to make a concentration of 1000 mg/L Na+.

2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pump at 2:11 am and to turn it off at 12:11 pm on
the same day.

3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 8:00 am, and this was set as time zero for sampling pur-
pose.

4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 120 min., 180 min., 240 min., 360 min., and the
next morning (about 1440 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment:
sample weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; for selected time intervals (see next step), a
sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis of dissolved
S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, and Li. Then the sample was discarded.

5. The preserved sub-samples for the following time intervals were submitted for ICP analysis: 30
min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., 240 min., and 360 min.

Column 3 Run 2

1. The feed water reservoir was emptied, washed, and refilled with fresh tap water to the 50-L mark.
KNO3 was dissolved in the water to make a concentration of 1000 mg/L K+.

2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 10:02 pm (previous evening) and to turn
it off at 11:02 am.

3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 7:00 am, and this was set as time zero for sampling pur-
pose.

4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min.,120 min., 180 min., 240 min., 360 min., and the
next morning (about 1500 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment:
sample weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; and for selected time intervals (see next step),
a sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis of dis-
solved S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, and Li.

5. The preserved sub-samples for the following time intervals were submitted for ICP analysis: 30
min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., 240 min., 360 min., and 1500 min.

Column 3 Run 3

1. The feed water reservoir was emptied, washed, and refilled with fresh tap water to the 50-L mark.
LiCl was dissolved in the water to make a concentration of 500 mg/L Li+.

2. The timer was programmed to turn on the feed pumps at 2:00 am and to turn it off at 4:00 pm on
the same day.

3. The drainage breakthrough took place at 4:30 pm, and this time was set as time zero for sampling
purpose.

4. At the time intervals of 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 120 min., 180 min., 260 min., 360 min., and the
next morning (about 960 min.), each of the 37 drainage bottles underwent the following treatment:
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sample weight, pH, and conductivity were measured; for selected time intervals (see the next step),
a sub-sample (unfiltered) was taken and preserved with pure nitric acid for ICP analysis. Then the
sample was discarded.

5. The preserved sub-samples for the following time intervals were submitted for ICP analysis for
dissolved S, Fe, Zn, Na, K, and Li: 30 min., 60 min., 90 min., 180 min., 360 min. and 960 min.
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APPENDIX II DRAINAGE HYDROGRAPHS

Abbreviations

C = Column
R = Run
P = Port of Drainage
SR = Simulated Rain (uniform input at the top of the sample bed)

For example, C1R2 P15 means Column 1, Run 2, Drainage Port No. 15.

Explanations

The rectangle in each column hydrograph represents the simulated rain input on the top of the sample bed;
the height of the rectangle is the flow rate of the simulated rain input.

The “flow rate” or “column discharge rate” used in the drainage hydrographs are averages over specific time
intervals, calculated by dividing the total volume (mass) of solution collected from a drainage port or for the
entire column by the time interval used to collect this volume. For example, the flow rate of C1R1 P10 at
180 minutes is 3.08 g/min, which is obtained by dividing the total volume (mass) of solution collected at Port
10 in Column 1 Run 1 - 184.6 g - by the duration of this collection - 60 minutes (i.e., from 120 to 180
minutes). The column discharge rate is the sum of the flow rates in all 37 drainage ports.

Because the time zero is normally identified with an estimated precision of 0.5 hour and is positively biased,
the first data point in all drainage hydrographs is approximate and positively biased. The “true” average flow
rate or “true” column discharge rate for the first data point should lie close to 50% of the value plotted on
the hydrographs given in this appendix.

Also, because of the very long time interval (overnight) for the last data point in each drainage hydrograph,
the value of the last data point is inaccurate and included for illustration purpose only.
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APPENDIX VII RULE GOVERNING SOLUBILITY CONTROL IN
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
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The rule governing solubility control of dissolved constituents in an aqueous solution is stated as
follows:

Suppose a solution containing dissolved constituents A and B is in equilibrium with the min-
eral phase AB. The molar concentrations of A and B are CA and Cn, respectively. If CA >>
CB then Cn  is controlled by the solubility of AB whereas CA is not; if CA = Cn, then both CA
and Cn  are controlled by the solubility of AB; if CA<< Cn, then CA is controlled by the solu-
bility of AB but CB is not.

To prove this rule, suppose the :mineral  precipitation reaction, A + B = AB(s), is in equilibrium with
molar concentrations of A, B, and AB, designated by CA, Cn, and CAB, respectively. Assuming unity
activity coefficients  for dissolved constituents A and B, we have

c&B = K,, Equation 1

where KS,,  is the thermodynamic solubility product of mineral AB. Now suppose we add AA mol/L
of A (but not B) to the solution, AA cc CA. This will overthrow the original equilibrium and a new
equilibrium will be reached after some AB is precipitated. The new concentrations of A, B and AB
are, respectively, CA+ACA,  CB+ACB  (note ACs is negative), and Cm+ACm.  At this new equilibrium,
we again have

Equation 2

In addition, since the amount of A added which is also precipitated is equal to the new phase AB
precipitated, we have

Equation 3

Finally, since the amount of B precipitated is equal to the amount of AB created, we have

-ACn =ACm Equation 4

Combining and solving Equations 1 to 4, we obtain

AC,-= c*
AA C, +C,  +AC,

Equation 5

If CA >>  CB > IACBI, then CA+CB+ACB  = CA, thus ACA = AA. That is, nearly all the A added to the
solution stays in solution and the presence of AB is not exerting a control on CA. On the contrary,
if ACn c CA CC CB, then &+Cn+ACn  0 Cg, A&/AA = CA/CB  + 0. That is, virtually  all the A added
will be precipitated, not allowing CA to rise and thus exerting a strict control on CA. Finally, if CA
and Cn  are comparable in magnitude, e.g., C&& E [O.l  , lo],  then the mineral phase AB exerts some
control on both CA and Cn. For the case CA=CB>>ACB,  AC,/AA ~0.5.  That is, about half of the A
added to the solution is precipitated and the other half stays in solution.
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The above solution can be extended to the case of aA + bB - A,B&). Applying the Taylor expansion
formula on the expression (Ch,+ACA>a(Ca+ACa)b=  KSP and ignoring the higher-order terms, for AA
cc CA, we obtain a similar but approximate result: AC,/AA=  C&CA+CB). The conclusions are
therefore virtually the same as the case of A + B = AB(s).
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APPENDIX VIII PROOF OF CONSTANT ZN/S RATIO IN SUCCESSIVE
DILUTIONS AND INTER-MIXING
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Proof of the fact that successive dilutions of an original solution and mixing of various-stage dilu-
tions maintain a constant Zn/S ratio which is the same as that of the original solution, whereas mix-
ing of two solutions possessing different Zn/S ratios will produce a solution with a Zn/S ratio which
is between but unequal to either of the Zn/S ratios of the two original solutions. Solute conservation
for Zn and S is assumed.

Let concentrations of Zn and S in the original solution be C&,0  and es.0  respectively. Thus theZn/S
ratio of the original solution is Rs = C~,cCs,s.  Suppose QO  litres of this solution is diluted with Qr
litres of pure water (let us call this dilution a “first-generation dilution”). The dilution factor is f, =
Q&Qo+Q1). After the dilution, the Zn and S concentrations are, respectively, &,,I = frCa.0 and Cs,r
= fiCs,o,  thus the new Zn/S ratio is RI = C~n,l/Cs,l  = (frCzn,o)/(ftCs,o)  = CZ~,@~S,O  = R.c.  This analysis
can be repeated for the second,, third, . . . generations of dilution and we would obtain Rc,  - RI = R2
= . . . -Rn.

Now consider the mixing of two first-generation dilutions. Suppose the two solutions mixed have
the following characteristics: QI, , CSJ, RI (which is equal to lXa),  and Q’l,  C&l, C’s,r,  R’l (which is
also equal to l3.s).  Let mixing factor f2 = Ql/(Ql+  Q’l).  After mixing, the Zn and S solutions are C&,2
= f&,,,+(l-f2)C’zn.l  = f2fiC~,o+(l-f2)fiCzn,o  = CZn.oV2fl+(M)fll  and Csz = Cs,o~f2fi+W~V’d,
therefore R2,hx  = Gx&s,2  = Gl,d  cs,o = Ro.

By repeating the above analyses it can be shown that any successive dilutions or mixing of any-
generation dilutions will maintain the original Zn/S  ratio &.

Now mixing of two solutions with different Zn/S  ratios. Suppose two solutions are mixed: (1) Qo,
Czn.0, Cs,o, Gi&s,o  = Ro and (2)  Q*o, C* ZI,O, C*s,o, C*Z~,$C*S,O  = R*o.  f = Qd(Qo+Q*o).  After mixing,
the Zn and S concentrations are Ca,tiX = fCa,p + (1-f)C  a,0 and Cs,e  = fCs.0  + (1-f)C*s,o,  thus Rk
= c,,mjJcs~,,  - [f&,.0 + (1 -f)C*a,,$[fCs,o + (1 -f)C*s,o].  From this expression it can be easily shown
that Rki, = & if and only if R.*o  = &. Otherwise, Rdi, is between & and R*o, because Rti, is a
weighted average of the two.
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APPENDIX X PHYSICS OF WATER FLOW ON THE SURFACE OF A
ROCK PARTICLE
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For a unit volume of liquid (water), the gravitational gradient from a point P to another point Q (both on the
surface of a rock particle) is

s
hhg
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P PQ

∆
−

=
∆
∆ )(ρ

where P is the gravitational potential per unit volume of liquid, ρ the density of the liquid, g the constant of
gravitational acceleration, hP and hQ the elevations of point P and point Q relative to a common datum, ∆s
the length of a hypothetical route along which the liquid travels from point P to point Q on the surface of the
rock particle. Thus the gravitational potential gradient is route-dependent. When point Q à point P, the
gravitational potential gradient at point P along the vector ∆r, which starts from point P and ends at point
Q, is
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where rP and rQ are the two vectors from a common origin to the points P and Q, respectively. A drop of
static liquid will tend to flow in the direction of negative greatest gravitational potential gradient, or maximum
-dP/dr, which is the same as the direction of steepest slope on the particle surface, or maximum -dh/dr.

Once the liquid starts to flow and gains inertia, the motion of a fluid element will be governed by Newton's
second law,
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∑
= iall

dt
d

f
r

where V is the volume of the liquid element, fi is the force vector of the ith force, and the summation is over
all forces acting on that liquid element. The path of motion of the liquid element is determined by solving the
above differential equation with it's initial position and velocity.

The summation of forces includes contributions of the gravitational force, which is a constant force vector
acting on the liquid element and always pointing downward with numerical value equal to ρVg, and resistant
forces. The resistant forces include friction due to particle surface roughness, surface tension due to factors
such as hydrophobicity of the surface, and internal friction due to the viscosity of the liquid. The resistant
forces are dependent of many properties of the liquid, the solid, and particle packing, and therefore are
impossible to determine in reality. This means that the path of liquid motion cannot be calculated at the level
of one particle, let alone the case with an aggregate of many particles. Therefore it is practically impossible
to predict flow paths within channelling flow rock from fundamental principles of physics.
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APPENDIX XI DEDUCTION OF THE KINEMATIC WAVE MODEL
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The kinematic wave theory applied to macropore (channel) flows consists of two equations: one for mass
balance and the other for flux relation. The mass balance equation is

S
z
q

t
−=

∂
∂

+
∂
∂θ

Equation 6-1

where
− θ is the volumetric water content, m3/m3, in macropores (flow channels) per unit volume of the of the

entire soil media,
− q is the volumetric flux, or flow density in the nomenclature of this report, m/s, in the macropores (flow

channels) per unit area of the entire soil media,
− S is the water uptake or loss by the soil media from the macropore system,
− z is depth below the soil surface, m
− t is time.

The flow density q is related to the moisture content θ by an empirical, power law,

abq θ= Equation 6-2

where
− b is the macropore conductance, m/s, and
− a is an empirical dimensionless exponent constant, normally having a value in the neighbourhood of 2.5.

The velocity of macropore flow u, m/s, is given by

1−== ab
q

u θ
θ

Equation 6-3

The initial and boundary conditions are described by
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Equation 6-4

These equations describe a rectangle moisture pulse stating at t = 0 and ending at t = T, such as may be
caused by a square pulse steady precipitation of equal duration. Note that θ is the moisture content in
macropores, not the soil matrix, hence θ = 0 in the above initial and boundary conditions means there is no
water in the macropores; it says nothing about the moisture in the soil matrix.
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Equations (25), (26), and (28) can be combined and solved. To solve them, however, we need an expres-
sion for S in terms of θ. Now let us consider the case

θrS = Equation 6-5

which means that the loss (uptake) term S is proportional to the moisture content in the macropores. R is
a constant absorbance, 1/s. Combining (25), (26) and (29) gives

θ
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∂ −1 Equation 6-6

This is a first order, linear, nonhomogeneous partial differential equation (PDE) and can be solved using the
method of characteristics. Farlow (1993) gives a short, but excellent account of this method. Using the
method of characteristics, the above PDE can be replaced by a system of two ordinary differential equa-
tions (ODE):
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−= Equation 6-7
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θ Equation 6-8

The solution to the above system of equations can be divided into two domains, D1 (0 ≤ t ≤ T) and D2 (t
≥ T). In D1, the solution is
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is the maximum depth the kinematic water wave can ever reach. The flow density and the flow velocity in
D1 are given by
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It can be seen that θ, q, u depend only on z (non-uniform), but not on t (steady). The movement of the
wetting front of the kinematic wave is given by
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and the time history of the wetting front movement is given by
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where tW denotes the time at which the wetting front position is z.

In domain D2 (t ≥ T), the solution of the ODE system is given by
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and the flow density and velocity are
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It can be seen that in D2 θ, q, u are dependent on both z and t. At t = T, the surface moisture input stops,
i.e., θ(0,t) = 0 for t ≥ T. This causes a downward propagation of a draining front. Since the draining front
moves down at a faster speed than the wetting front, eventually, the draining front intercepts the wetting
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front at depth zI and tI, given by

[ ])exp(1* rTzz I −−= Equation 6-18

T
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a
t I 1−

= Equation 6-19

During the time T ≤ t ≤ tI, the time history of the draining front is given by zD(t), the depth of the draining
front at time t, and tD(z), the time at which the draining front is at depth z:
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Now to compute the drainage flow density at a depth Z ≤ zI < z*, the following equations are used:
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So the flow density q is predictable for t = 0 to t = tI, which according to Equation 43 is equal to 1.67⋅T
for a=2.5. That is to say, the model can be used to predict the flow from the beginning of a precipitation
event up to 1.67 times the duration of the precipitation.

This completes the kinematic wave model for description of macropore flows in soils.
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